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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548

B-146285

The Honorable Peter W. Rodino, Jr.
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This report describes and evaluates the Office of Reve-
nue Sharing concepts, procedures, and practices for securing
compliance by recipient governments with the nondiscrimination
provision of the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of
1972, which is commonly called the Revenue Sharing Act. We
examined indications of potential violations of the provision
by revenue sharing recipients and reviewed the procedures
for processing civil rights cases based on individual citizen
and group complaints of discrimination.

The report was prepared in response to your December 30,1974, letter requesting us to assist your Subcommittee onCivil and Constitutional Rights in its evaluation of how the
Office of Revenue Sharing has discharged its responsibilities-
in enforcing the nondiscrimination provision.

As directed by your office, we are providing copies
of the report to other Committees and Members of Congress
and to others having responsibility for or an interest
in the revenue sharing program.

S t Cly yoursX

Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S NONDISCRIMINATION PROVISION OF
REPORT TO THE HOUSE THE REVENUE SHARING ACT SHOULD
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY BE STRENGTHENED AND BETTER

ENFORCED
Department of the Treasury

DIGEST

The Revenue Sharing Act is administered by
the Office of Revenue Sharing, Department
of the Treasury. It prohibits discrimina-
tion based on race, color, national origin,
or sex in programs or activities wholly or
partially funded with revenue sharing mon-
eys.

STRENGTHENING THE
NONDISCRIMINATION PROVISION

A recipient government can unintentionally
or intentionally circumvent the nondiscrim-
ination provision simply by using revenue
sharing funds to free its own funds for
other uses which will thus not be restric-
ted by the Revenue Sharing Act. GAO there-
fore recommends that the Congress amend the
act's nondiscrimination provision to prohi-
bit a recipient State or local government
from discrimination in any of its programs
or activities--regardless of the source of
funds.

GAO notes that the nondiscrimination provi-
sions in well over 100 Federal laws are in-
consistent. These nondiscrimination provi-
sions vary considerably in both the type of
discrimination that is prohibited (employ-
ment, availability of facilities and serv-
ices, etc.) and the individuals or groups
against which discrimination is prohibited
(handicap, race, sex, creed, age, etc.).

Because of the broad flexibility a govern-
ment has in using revenue' sharing funds and
the ease with which the funds can be sub-
stituted for a government's revenues from
other sources, the impact of revenue shar-
ing can occur in almost any of a govern-
ment's programs or activities. Revenue
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sharing may thus indirectly support programs
that are partially financed by other Federal
assistance which prohibits discrimination
of a type allowed under the Revenue Sharing
Act. Therefore, GAO recommends that the

Congress broaden the nondiscrimination pro-
vision to prohibit, in all of the recipient
government's programs and activities, the

types of discrimination that are prohibited
by laws applicable to other Federal assis-
tance.

The Office of Revenue Sharing said it had
serious reservations concerning these rec-
ommendations to broaden the nondiscrimina-
tion provision because of the burden they
would place on its resources and the lack
of evidence that accounting manipulations
are widely used to avoid the nondiscrimina-
tion requirements. GAO agreed that if the
act were broadened, the Office would have
to devote additional effort to enforcing
nondiscrimination; but because certain gen-

eralized civil rights responsibilities have

already been placed elsewhere in the Federal
Government, the Office should be able to
limit the extent of its increased effort by
close cooperation with other agencies.

IMPROVING ENFORCEMENT

The Office of Revenue Sharing's nondiscrim-
ination enforcement has been too narrowly
focused in relying almost exclusively on
discrimination complaints as indicators of
potential violations of the act. An ade-
quate civil rights enforcement program
should also include selected reviews or
audits to determine compliance with prohi-
bitions against discrimination.

Although the Office has conceived of such a

program, including use of the existing State
and local audit system, cooperation with
other Federal and State agencies, a sample
audit plan, and a complaint processing sys-
tem, the concept has not been carried out
because of inadequate internal controls, an
increasing workload, and insufficient staff-
ing.
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As of December 31, 1974, the Office had
opened 109 civil rights cases. Ninety-
eight of these cases were based on com-
plaints from private citizens, national
civil rights organizations, State and local
interest groups, legal service groups, and
local public officials. The remaining 11
cases were opened because of information
from the Department of Justice on pending
litigation, office compliance audits, and
newspaper articles.

The Office's processing of these cases and
its monitoring of affirmative actions by
governments found not complying with the
act's nondiscrimination provision have been
characterized by excessive delays, and proc-
essing time is apparently increasing. The
43 cases that had been closed as of June 30,
1975, had an average processing time of 10
months. But 60 of the cases still open as
of June 30, 1975, had already been open an
average of 12 months. Further, GAO identi-
fied 7 closed cases and 50 open cases where
a delay of 6 months or more occurred in 1
or more of the 6 major case processing
stages. (See app. IV.)

Many of the delays were due to insufficient
systematic procedures to alert staff to de-
linquent actions requiring immediate atten-
tion. Also contributing to the delays has
been the small number of civil rights spe-
cialists who not only performed administra-
tive tasks in Washington, D.C., but con-
ducted field investigations, sample audits,
and other civil rights tasks throughout
the country.

GAO recommends that the Secretary of the
Treasury improve procedures and controls to
alert the Office of Revenue Sharing of de-
linquent civil rights cases requiring im-
mediate attention. The Office agreed that
additional controls were necessary and in-
stalled computerized control over the
status of cases and established time frames
within which specified processing actions
must be taken.
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GAO also recommends that the Congress and
the Secretary of the Treasury authorize ad-
ditional staff for the Office's civil rights

branch to deal with its substantial work-

load. The Office should determine the staff

needed in addition to the 10 specialists au-
thorized for fiscal year 1976, by assessing

its current needs and planned enforcement
program. The Office agreed that additional
staff is needed to achieve improved enforce-
ment of the nondiscrimination provision and

stated that a request for increased staffing
levels is now pending in the Appropriations
Committees of both the Senate and the House

of Representatives.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Title I of the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of
1972 (Public Law 92-512) established the general revenue
sharing program. Signed into law on October 20, 1972, the
act appropriated $30.2 billion for distribution, according
to specified formulas, to State and local governments for a
5-year period ending December 31, 1976. In considering the
act, the Congress concluded that both State and local govern-
ments faced severe financial problems which threatened the
federal system of government.

Revenue sharing is a new approach to Federal assistance,
giving State and local governments wide discretion in using
the funds provided. The act and implementing regulations
include only minimal restrictions and requirements. Other
Federal aid to State and local governments, although substan-
tial, has been primarily for more narrowly defined purposes.
The Congress concluded that funds made available under the
act should allow recipient governments flexibility to use
the funds for what they consider their most vital needs.

The Office of Revenue Sharing (ORS), Department of the 7
Treasury, administers the act, including distributing funds
to State and local governments; establishing overall regula-
tions for the program; and providing accounting and auditing
procedures, evaluations, and reviews to insure full compli-
ance with the act.

Although the act gives them wide discretion in using
the funds, recipient governments must observe certain provi-
sions. One is the nondiscrimination provision (section 122)
which provides in part that:

"No person in the United States shall on the ground
of race, color, national origin, or sex be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or
be subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity funded in whole or in part with [revenue
sharing funds]."

The Secretary of the Treasury is responsible for insuring
that expenditures of revenue sharing funds are made in com-
pliance with this provision. If discrimination is found to
exist, the Secretary of the Treasury has primary responsi-
bility for securing compliance.
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In September 1973 the Subcommittee on Civil and Consti-
tutional Rights, House Committee on the Judiciary, held a 
preliminary hearing on the administration of section 122. To
assist the Subcommittee in its ongoing evaluation of how ORS
has discharged its civil rights enforcement responsibilities,
the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee in a letter
dated December 30, 1974, (see app. I) asked that we report
to the Subcommittee on ORS activities in this area.

The Chairman requested information on how ORS handled
civil rights complaints, including:

-- The number and kind of civil rights complaints re-
ceived through December 31, 1974.

-- ORS procedures for handling complaints and the speed
of complaint investigations.

--The disposition of complaints.

-- Whether ORS and recipient jurisdictions that have
been the subject of complaints enter into formal com-
pliance agreements.

-- The extent and nature of ORS monitoring of any such
agreements.

-- The number of complaints dismissed due to lack of
jurisdiction and whether such complaints are referred
to other agencies for investigation.

-- ORS criteria for resolving complaints and whether
they are consistent with those of other Federal agen-
cies.

-- Whether complainants were notified of ORS actions on
their grievances and whether they were satisfied with
actions taken.

The Chairman also requested information on (1) the ex-
tent of cooperation ORS has received from civil rights or-
ganizations, public interest groups, and other Federal agen-
cies, and (2) any ORS actions to systematically identify
places where civil rights problems may exist even though no
complaints have been filed against a government. Finally
the Chairman asked us to assess the extent to which civil
rights problems may exist without ORS' knowledge.
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CHAPTER 2

ORS'S CRITERIA, STRUCTURE, AND PROCEDURES

FOR CIVIL RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT

Administering Federal nondiscrimination provisions and
reviewing and evaluating programs to carry out such provi-
sions are complicated by the many, inconsistent nondiscrim-
ination laws and regulations. Certain disadvantaged groups,
such as the handicapped, are sometimes covered under one
particular law and not under another.

The nondiscrimination provisions of the Revenue Sharing
Act can be unintentionally or intentionally circumvented by a
recipient government, simply by using revenue sharing funds
to free its own funds for other uses which will thus not be
restricted by the act.

CRITERIA

The criteria used by the Office of Revenue Sharing to
enforce nondiscrimination by recipient governments using
funds are derived from many sources, including the U.S.
Constitution, civil rights laws, Executive orders, court
decisions, and the Revenue Sharing Act itself. Except for
the Revenue Sharing Act, these same laws and other sources
of criteria also apply to the programs of other Federal
agencies. The Department of Justice's computerized data
bank identified well over 100 laws with civil rights provi-
sions.

Together these laws, executive orders, court decisions,
and other criteria prohibit discrimination based on race,
color, sex, creed, national origin, age, handicap, religion,
and political affiliation, but no law we know of covers all
these distinctions. For example, the Revenue Sharing Act
prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex, but title VI
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, concerning Federal assistance
programs, does not. Furthermore, activities in which dis-
crimination is prohibited include public education, employ-
ment, and facilities; housing; contract awards; and many
others, but coverage under a given law may be broad or
limited. For example, under the Revenue Sharing Act, ORS
can enforce nondiscrimination in public employment in any
activity funded in whole or part with revenue sharing funds,
but under title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 discrim-
ination in public employment is prohibited only where em-
ployment is the primary purpose of the Federal financial
assistance involved. These differences can complicate and
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impede Federal, State and local governments' administration

of the various nondiscrimination provisions and can confuse
the citizen attempting to ascertain his or her rights under
various Federal programs.

Further complexity in civil rights administration and

enforcement occurs when an agency is authorized under one
particular law to exercise the powers and functions specified
under another law. Section 122 of the Revenue Sharing Act,
for example, authorizes the Secretary to exercise powers and

functions provided by title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 when he has determined that a State or local government
has failed to comply with the general nondiscrimination provi-
sion quoted above and the Governor of the State has failed
to secure compliance within a reasonable period of time.
Title VI authorizes the "termination of or refusal to grant
or to continue assistance * * * to any recipient as to whom
there has been an express finding on the record after oppor-
tunity for hearing, of a failure to comply with" any require-
ment adopted pursuant to title VI.

Some civil rights organizations argue that section 122

of the Revenue Sharing Act (and title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 as incorporated in the Revenue Sharing Act) gives

the Secretary of the Treasury the authority to defer a recip-
ient government's revenue sharing funds if he finds discrim-

ination, pending a full administrative hearing or a decision
by the court. ORS' position, as reflected in its amended

nondiscrimination regulations effective October 22, 1975, is
that except pursuant to court action, no revenue sharing
funds that have been approved for payment shall be withheld
from a recipient government unless there has been an express
finding on the record, after notice and opportunity for a
hearing, of a failure to comply with the nondiscrimination
provisions of the regulations or the Revenue Sharing Act.
The Secretary may immediately withhold the payment of funds

without notice and opportunity for a hearing pending the
entry of an affirmative action order by a Federal court.

To gain insight into how other agencies having responsi-
bilities under title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 deal
with deferral of Federal funds to recipients alleged to be
violating nondiscrimination provisions, we talked with offi-
cials of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW); the Department of Justice Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA); the Department of Transportation; the

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD); and the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs. These agen-

cies interpret title VI as requiring an opportunity for a
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hearing before withholding funds previously granted. Con-
sequently, ORS' interpretation of its authority to defer en-
titlement funds is consistent with other agencies having
title VI responsibility. Furthermore, the agencies listed
above and ORS are consistent in treating the deferral of
funds under grant or entitlement applications. The uniform
title VI regulations and ORS regulations authorized the
temporary deferral, before a formal hearing, of funds under
grant or entitlement applications, for unsatisfactory non-
discrimination assurances.

Applicability of nondiscrimination provision

The nondiscrimination provision of the Revenue Sharing
Act applies only to the direct use of revenue sharing funds
indicated by a recipient government's accounting records.
During the past 3 years, we have issued several reports to the
Congress on the operations of the revenue sharing program.
This work has led us to conclude that the nondiscrimination
provision of the act can be easily circumvented by recipient
governments.

Budgetary decisions are usually based on total available
resources, which include revenue sharing funds. Thus, the
programs or activities funded as a result of revenue sharing
are nearly impossible to identify. A recipient government
can designate how it plans to spend its revenue sharing funds
and through its accounting records can document that specific
funds were spent as designated. However, such a budget and
accounting designation may in no way reflect the actual impact
of the funds on the government. As a result, a local govern-
ment that spends revenue sharing funds for activities that
were financed, or would have been financed, from local or other
revenue sources, has considerable latitude in using funds
thus freed.

For example, Rangely, Maine (as pointed out in the Comp-
troller General's report to the Congress entitled "Revenue
Sharing: Its Use by and Impact on Local Governments"
(B-146285, dated April 25, 1974)), originally appropriated
$13,150 of its revenue sharing funds for retirements of debt.
However, because of an administrative ruling by ORS which
prohibited the direct use of funds for debt retirement, the
town reappropriated the funds. The $13,150 originally appro-
priated for debt retirement was appropriated to the town's
road maintenance account and displaced the town's own funds
which were then used to retire the debt.

As another example, E1l Paso County, Colorado, transferred
$134,495 of revenue sharing funds to the sheriff's department
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and county jail. The transfer freed the county's own funds
to pay for salaries in the clerk's and recorder's offices.
El Paso County officials did not consider these latter ex-
penses to be within one of the expenditure categories speci-
fied in the act.

In 6 of the 109 civil rights cases opened through Decem-
ber 31, 1974, ORS did not act on the complaints involved be-
cause it lacked jurisdiction in these cases. Either the
governments' accounting records or an official of the govern-
ment indicated that revenue sharing funds were not involved
in the programs and activities mentioned in the complaints.
In most of the cases, ORS referred the matter to another Fed-
eral agency, or another Federal agency already had the matter
under investigation.

ORS regulations

During our review, we noted that ORS regulations did not
include some provisions included in the nondiscrimination
regulations of certain other Federal agencies. Four examples
of provisions not included follow.

-- An explicit prohibition against discriminatory em-
ployment practices (hiring, firing, promotions,
etc.).

-- A provision requiring action to overcome effects of
past discrimination.

--A prohibition against discriminatory selection for
planning or advisory boards connected with disposal
of Federal money.

--A general nondiscrimination provision which affirms
agency jurisdiction in instances not specifically
listed in the regulations.

ORS has issued amendments to its nondiscrimination regu-
lations, effective October 22, 1975, which address all four
of the above examples. The amendments also contain other new
provisions including:

-- A detailed section on sex discrimination with guide-
lines on recruitment and employment practices.

-- Use of Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
employment selection guidelines as a point of refer-
ence in determining whether a selection procedure that
excludes a disproportionate percentage of women or
minorities is lawful and job-related.
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--A section stating that ORS will schedule employment
compliance reviews of programs funded with revenue
sharing that employ a much lower percentage of
minority or women employees than are in the work
force.

--A statement that the Treasury Department may imme-
diately withhold funds from a recipient government
pending the entry of an affirmative action order by a
Federal court if (1) a violation of the nondiscrimin-
ation provisions of revenue sharing law and regula-
tions was alleged in the complaint before the court,
(2) the court finds that the recipient government
violated the nondiscrimination provisions of the law
or regulations, and (3) the court has not ruled on
withholding of funds.

STRUCTURE

Responsibility for enforcement of the civil rights pro-
visions of the act rests with the Compliance Division of
ORS. The division is headed by a compliance manager whose
responsibilities encompass both the civil rights and other
compliance requirements of the act. Of the 85 staff posi-
tions authorized for ORS in fiscal year 1975, the Compliance
Division was authorized 30 as of June 10, 1975. The civil
rights branch of the Compliance Division had 5 civil rights
specialists whose primary concern was to investigate civil
rights complaints. ORS said it had been authorized to in-
crease the number of civil rights specialists to 10 during
fiscal year 1976. In addition, some of the other profes-
sional staff personnel in the Compliance Division devoted
part of their time to civil rights activities, such as de-
veloping agreements with State civil rights agencies to
monitor civil rights compliance by recipient governments.

Based on ORS employment, salary, and other cost data,
we estimate that 46 percent (approximately $1,100,000) of
ORS' fiscal year 1975 appropriation was spent on compliance
activities. Using the same data, we also estimate that 35
percent (approximately $390,000) of this $1,100,000 went
for civil rights enforcement. These figures include the
enforcement activities of ORS' Office of the Director, legal
staff, and Compliance Division but exclude the activities of
its Systems and Operations, Intergovernmental Relations, and
Public Affairs Sections personnel because the funds spent
by these last three sections on civil rights and other com-
pliance matters could not be readily distinguished.
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PROCEDURES

ORS' stated policy is to use the resources of other or-

ganizations and Federal and State agencies, whenever possible,

to assure that funds are used in compliance with the civil

rights and other requirements of the Revenue Sharing Act.

ORS' overall compliance program includes (1) the State and

local audit system, (2) selected audits by ORS, (3) coopera-

tion with other Federal agencies, (4) dealings with civil
rights and public interest groups, (5) agreements with State

human relations agencies, and (6) complaint investigation.

State and local audit system

To ensure that State and local governments comply fully

with the act, the Secretary of the Treasury is responsible

for providing accounting and auditing procedures, evaluations,

and reviews. The Secretary has the option to accept, in lieu

of a Treasury Department audit, reliable audits by State agen-

cies and independent public accountants. In October 1973,

ORS issued an "Audit Guide and Standards for Revenue Sharing

Recipients" to help State and local auditors and public ac-

countants to understand the special requirements for audits

of revenue sharing funds and to establish audit standards and

procedures. In its publication "General Revenue Sharing and
Civil Rights," ORS states that its audit guide is the first

of any type that requires auditors to report extensively on

civil rights. The guide prescribes "the audit standards and

minimum procedures for performing such audits in a manner ac-

ceptable to the Secretary." The guide contains eight specific

areas on civil rights which auditors must check. The areas

include determining whether (1) any discrimination suits have

been adjudicated or are pending against the government, (2)

the government is required to develop an affirmative action

plan for equal employment opportunity, (3) the recipient has

promulgated a formal policy concerning nondiscrimination in

employment, and (4) facilities funded with revenue sharing

have been located so as to be obviously discriminatory.

As of April 22, 1975, ORS had received about 1,600 au-

dit reports prepared by State and local auditors and public

accountants covering periods ending on or before December 31,

1974. ORS officials said that none of these reports mentioned

a possible violation of the nondiscrimination provisions of

the act. We did not review the 1,600 reports, because they

had been filed alphabetically among a total of 4,211 such

reports received by ORS through September 1975 and could not

be specifically identified. But the officials' statements

indicate that reliance on the State and local audit system
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to identify possible civil rights violations had been inef-
fective.

Audit sampling program

ORS developed a sampling plan to maximize audit coverage,
including the financial, civil rights, and other compliance
aspects of the revenue sharing program, through ORS audits
and reviews of other audits. The plan grouped recipient gov-
ernments into three categories based on the type of auditors:
(1) State auditors, (2) independent public accountants, and
(3) others or none (unacceptable audits). The governments
were also divided according to amount of fiscal year 1975
revenue sharing payments as follows:

Dollar group 1 - Recipients receiving an average
quarterly payment of $1 million or
more.

Dollar group 2 - Recipients receiving an average
quarterly payment of $2,500 to
$999,999.

Dollar group 3 - Recipients receiving an average
quarterly payment of $2,499 or less.

Using these two classifications, ORS identified six
areas requiring audit coverage. Table 1 lists the estimated
number of governments in the universe of each area and the
sample size for each universe. The sampling plan universe
includes all 38,000 recipients; however, many of the govern-
ments will be audited by State auditors. ORS also planned
to undertake quality checks of all State audit operations by
reviewing the procedures used to audit revenue sharing funds.
The samples of governments within areas 1, 3, and 4 were se-
lected on a random statistical basis. The sample in area
5 consisted of the largest 19 governments in the universe of
850 governments. Areas 2 and 6 included their entire uni-
verses.
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Table 1

Audit Sampling Program

Estimated Sample
universe size

1. Reviews of audits by independent

public accountants in dollar

groups 1 and 2 8,400 263

2. Audits of recipients in dollar

group 1 with unacceptable audits 16 16

3. Audits of recipients in dollar

group 2 with unacceptable audits 3,200 146

4. Audits of recipients in dollar

group 3 with no audits 6,400 260

5. Audits of recipients who did not

send planned use reports 850 19

6. Quality check of State auditors 50 50

As of June 30, 1975, ORS had conducted 21 reviews of

workpapers prepared by independent public accountants and 23

audits under its sampling plan. In addition, the U.S. Cus-

toms Service of the Department of the Treasury audited 52

small jurisdictions for ORS in the Midwest. ORS told us

that 8 of its 23 audits and 7 of its 21 reviews of workpa-

pers prepared by independent public accountants disclosed

potential civil rights violations by the recipient which

were subsequently referred to ORS's civil rights branch for

review and analysis. ORS stated that the Department of Jus-

tice conducted the civil rights portion of three of the

eight audits and four of the seven reviews that disclosed

potential violations. Justice had made no recommendations,

however, concerning potential civil rights violations by

these seven jurisdictions. Our review of ORS audit files

revealed one other instance where sample audit information

on a potential nondiscrimination violation was turned over

to the civil rights branch for analysis. ORS records show

that none of the audits by the U.S. Customs Service dis-

closed potential civil rights violations.

ORS had already opened civil rights cases based on

complaints from private groups against 2 of the 16 jurisdic-

tions referred to the civil rights branch under the sampling

program.
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Following are the statuses of the 16 jurisdictions as
of September 30, 1975:

Spartanburg, South Carolina--ORS staff audited the
city in December 1974, and referred potential section 122
violations to the civil rights branch which opened no offi-
cial case. An ORS official said an onsite investigation was
planned but not yet scheduled.

Jackson, Mississippi--In April 1975 after reviewing an
audit by independent public accountants, ORS staff referred
potential section 122 violations to the civil rights branch;
no official case was opened. An ORS official said an onsite
investigation was planned but not yet scheduled.

Long Beach, California--ORS staff audited the city,
with Justice performing the civil rights part of the audit
in January 1975. In May 1975 ORS staff reported on Long
Beach to Justice Department reviewers. Justice's report
on civil rights matters to the civil rights branch was pre-
pared in August 1975, but no official case was opened. An
ORS official said a field investigation would probably be
made.

Los Angeles County, California--ORS staff audited the
county, with Justice performing the civil rights audit from
January to February 1975. ORS staff reported on Los Angeles
to Justice in May 1975. Justice prepared its report to the
civil rights branch in August 1975. An active civil rights
case was pending on September 30, 1975, based on a complaint
from a private group in February 1975. According to an of-
ficial, ORS is contemplating a finding of noncompliance
based only on problems described in the sample audit report.
Another ORS official said deficiencies in Justice's report
would probably necessitate an ORS field investigation.

San Bernardino County, California--ORS compliance staff
audited the county, with Justice performing the civil rights
audit in January 1975. ORS submitted its audit report to
Justice in May 1975. Justice reported back to the civil
rights branch in August 1975, but ORS opened no case. After
a preliminary analysis of the reports, the branch recommended
enforcement actions in August 1975. According to an ORS of-
ficial, a field investigation was likely.

Riverside and Ventura Counties, California--ORS staff
audited these counties, with Justice performing the civil
rights audit in January to February 1975. ORS reported on
each of these counties to Justice in May 1975, and Justice
reported back to the civil rights branch in August 1975.
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No official cases were opened, however. An ORS official

said Justice's reports were in very early stages of analysis.

McMullen, Calhoun, and Jim Hogg Counties, Texas;

Jefferson Parish, Morgan City, Baton Rouge, and Baker,
Louisiana--Justice conducted civil rights reviews after ORS

audits in March and April 1975. Separate Justice reports on

civil rights were sent to ORS in August 1975. The reports
contained no decisions on potential section 122 violations
and no official cases were opened. An ORS official said
Justice's reports were in preliminary analysis.

Shreveport, Louisiana--As of September 30, 1975, a civil

rights case had been pending since August 1974 based on a

complaint from a private group. ORS conducted a civil rights
review in June 1975 based on the complaint and the sample

audit. According to an ORS official, a finding of noncompli-

ance was being considered.

Tyrone, Pennsylvania--ORS compliance staff audited
Tyrone in December 1974 and, in December 1974, referred po-
tential section 122 violations to the civil rights branch,

which opened no official case. An ORS official said no ac-

tion was taken due to an oversight.

According to ORS and Justice officials, the delays en-

countered in processing audit reports on civil rights were

due to (1) insufficient advance preparation and ORS-Justice
coordination concerning the role of each agency, data re-
quirements, and report formats, (2) a lack of explicit pro-

cedures for referring potential section 122 violations from

the audit staff to the civil rights branch, (3) a lack of
ORS procedures to initiate an official civil rights case

based on sample audit results, and (4) increasing workloads,

conflicting priorities, and funding problems. No joint
agency work under the sample audit plan was planned for fis-
cal year 1976.

Coordination with other Federal agencies

ORS has dealt with some other Federal agencies, partic-

ularly LEAA, HUD, HEW, and EEOC. However, we found limited
evidence that these dealings were formal or well coordinated.

ORS had signed cooperative agreements with HEW and EEOC

to exchange information and avoid duplicate investigations.
The agreement with HEW also calls for further discussion to

prepare HEW to represent ORS in compliance audits.
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EEOC has provided employment data which ORS will use to
compare a government's employment data with labor force sta-
tistics. ORS plans to make a computerized analysis of the em-
ployment data reported to EEOC by about 4,500 governments.
The analysis would identify (1) the 300 governments with the
greatest disparity between minority and female employees and
the number of minorities and females in the civilian labor
force and (2) the greatest inequities in positions held by
minorities and females, according to government department.

ORS and EEOC also agreed to jointly publish a "State
and Local Handbook to Eliminate Discrimination" to assist
employers in complying with civil rights provisions of the
act. The publication will include a section on discrimina-
tion in locating services and making them available to pro-
gram beneficiaries.

ORS and the Justice Department's Civil Rights Division
have entered into a formal agreement to avoid duplicate Fed-
eral investigations of State and local governments. ORS and
the Division were already participating in some joint reviews
and sharing information in certain areas.

ORS and LEAA have no formal agreement, but during its
investigations LEAA inquires whether revenue sharing funds
were used in the area covered by its grant. Where revenue
sharing funds were involved, LEAA informs ORS on the cases.
ORS and HUD have been negotiating a formal agreement to ex-
change information.

The Deputy Director of ORS believes most Federal agen-
cies would prefer to administer their own compliance programs
because they each have special interests and knowledge help-
ful in determining discrimination. He added, however, that
because of limited enforcement powers, agencies seek to
strengthen their enforcement potential by cooperating with
other agencies.

Dealings with civil rights
and public interest groups

ORS has enhanced coordination with civil rights and
public interest groups by (1) meeting with them around the
country and (2) supplying them with ORS publications.
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The extent of coordination and cooperation ORS received
is reflected by the large percentage of cases that were
based on complaints received from civil rights and public
interest groups. Of the 144 complainants in the 109 civil
rights cases we reviewed, 52 were national civil rights or-
ganizations, such as the National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People and the National Organization
for Women, and 50 were public interest or legal service
groups. (See table 2.)

Table 2

Complainants in

1973-74 ORS Civil Rights Cases

Number of
cases

National civil rights and women's organizations:
National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People 28
National Organization for Women 7
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law 4
People United to Save Humanity 4
Urban League 2
Women's Equity Action League 2
League of Women Voters 2
American Association of University Women 1
American Civil Liberties Union 1
National Council of La Raza 1

52

Private citizens 25

Other:
State or local interest groups 39
State or local legal service groups 11
Local public officials 6
Information from the Department of Justice

on pending litigation 6
ORS-initiated based on information from its

compliance visits and newspaper articles 5

67

Total a/144

a/Some of the 109 cases included more than one complainant.
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Agreements with State
human rights agencies

ORS also negotiates formal agreements with State civil
rights agencies to deal with civil rights problems. Under
these agreements, the State agency notifies ORS of cases in
which revenue sharing funds may have been used in a discrim-
inatory manner and ORS refers cases of possible discrimina-
tion to the State agency for investigation and recommends
remedies in cases of actual violations. Although carefully
considering a State agency's findings and recommendations,
ORS retains final authority in cases where revenue sharing
funds are used. The agreements are not intended to lessen
the authority of either the State civil rights agency or ORS
to make independent determinations concerning discrimination
in their respective jurisdictions. Likewise, ORS does not
feel that the agreements will diminish its commitment to the
nondiscrimination provision of the Revenue Sharing Act.
Through September 1975, ORS had entered into agreements with
11 State agencies.

CONCLUSIONS

We noted that the nondiscrimination laws are inconsist-
ent because federally recognized minority or disadvantaged
group categories included under one particular law are some-
times excluded from another. Handicapped persons, for ex-
ample, are not protected by the Revenue Sharing Act. These
differences can complicate and impede Federal, State, and
local governments' enforcement of the nondiscrimination
provisions and can confuse the citizen attempting to ascer-
tain his or her rights under various Federal programs.

We also noted that a recipient government can uninten-
tionally or intentionally circumvent the nondiscrimination
provisions of the Revenue Sharing Act simply by using its
revenue sharing funds to free its own funds for other uses
which will thus be unrestricted by the act.

Well over 100 Federal laws contain nondiscrimination
provisions. These provisions vary considerably in both the
type of discrimination that is prohibited (employment,
availability of facilities and services, etc.) and the in-
dividuals or groups against which discrimination is pro-
hibited (handicap, race, sex, creed, age, etc.). Because
of the broad flexibility a government has in substituting
revenue sharing funds for revenues from other sources, the
impact of revenue sharing can occur in almost any program
or activity. Consequently, revenue sharing may indirectly
support programs or activities that are partially financed
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by other Federal assistance which prohibits discrimination
of a type not specifically prohibited by the Revenue Sharing
Act. Therefore, we believe that the prohibitions against
discrimination under Federal revenue sharing should be ex-
panded to include those in other Federal programs.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To prevent the application of different nondiscrimina-
tion standards to a government's programs and activities
which may be supported by revenue sharing and other Federal
assistance and to eliminate the ease with which the Revenue
Sharing Act's nondiscrimination requirements can be avoided,
we recommend that the Congress amend the Revenue Sharing Act
to prohibit (1) the types of discrimination covered by laws
applicable to other Federal assistance and (2) discrimination
in all of a recipient government's programs and activities--
regardless of the source of financing for such programs and
activities. (See app. VI.)

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

The Office of Revenue Sharing said it had very serious
reservations concerning our recommendation that the nondis-
crimination provision of the Revenue Sharing Act be broadened
to prohibit (1) the types of discrimination covered by laws
applicable to other Federal assistance and (2) discrimination
in all of a recipient government's programs and activities--
regardless of the source of financing for such programs and
activities. ORS stated that this recommendation would place
an enormous burden on its resources, that generalized civil
rights responsibilities have already been placed elsewhere
in the Federal Government, and that there is no evidence
that accounting manipulations are widely used to avoid the
nondiscrimination requirements of the Revenue Sharing Act.

We agree that our recommendation would require ORS to
devote additional effort to enforcing nondiscrimination;
but because certain generalized civil rights responsibili-
ties have already been placed elsewhere in the Federal
Government, ORS should be able to limit the extent of its
increased effort by close cooperation with other agencies.
Also, the potential for withholding revenue sharing funds
from a government determined to be discriminating would
provide recipient governments an additional incentive to
correct discriminatory practices and to avoid future civil
rights problems.

We are not especially concerned with the lack of
evidence that accounting manipulations are widely used to
avoid the act's nondiscrimination requirements because we
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would not expect governments to document such practices.
Whether intentional or unintentional, governments can
circumvent the nondiscrimination restrictions in the act
by using revenue sharing in ways that free their own funds
for other unrestricted uses. This can easily occur because
budgetary decisions regarding the use of available funds
are typically made considering a government's revenues from
all sources including revenue sharing. Consequently, the
actual impact of funds from one source such as revenue
sharing is often impossible to isolate, and the Federal
Government might be inadvertently financing activities in
which discrimination exists.

ORS also stated that the infusion of Federal funds
into State and local governments by way of categorical
grant-in-aid programs may serve to free local funds for
other purposes. We agree that this occurs to some extent,
but categorical programs, by their very nature, direct Fed-
eral funds into rather narrowly defined activities of State
and local governments and require that the governments comply
with certain federally-mandated restrictions within the
narrowly defined areas. In contrast, revenue sharing is
acknowledged to be general financial assistance and allows
State and local governments wide latitude in designating
the areas in which the funds are considered to be used.
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CHAPTER 3

ORS PROCESSING OF CIVIL RIGHTS CASES

Information received from complaints, Office of Revenue

Sharing audits and employment compliance reviews, and audits

or investigations by cooperating State and Federal agencies

could cause ORS to open civil rights cases. However, ORS'

civil rights compliance system in 1973-74 relied almost

exclusively on complaints from private persons and groups

to start enforcement actions. Audits by ORS, State audit

agencies, or independent public accountants either produced

little civil rights data or experienced delays in case open-

ing and followup. ORS employment compliance reviews and

agreements with certain State civil rights agencies began

too recently to generate data or cases which we could

evaluate.

ORS' actual case processing system is characterized by

excessive delay and failure to followup caused primarily by
inadequate staffing and internal controls. The workload

facing ORS' civil rights branch has substantially increased

in fiscal year 1976, compounding the problem.

COMPLAINT PROCESSING STAGES

ORS has a formal complaint review process for civil

rights cases which is outlined in its publication "General

Revenue Sharing and Civil Rights." The process, which may

vary considerably, is divided into six stages: (1) complaint

initiation, (2) analysis of preliminary data, (3) field in-

vestigation, usually consisting of a financial audit and a

civil rights review, (4) decision on the recipient govern-

ment's compliance status, (5) efforts to obtain voluntary

compliance followed by administrative or legal action if

necessary, and (6) case closure. According to ORS, the pro-

cedures within each of the processing stages have gradually
evolved.

Complaint initiation

ORS acknowleges each complaint received against a re-

cipient government and analyzes it to determine if a viola-

tion of section 122 may have occurred. If so, the Governor

of the State and (in the case of a local government) the

chief executive officer of the recipient government are

notified of the complaint by a "15-day letter." With this

letter ORS allows the government 15 days to either provide

information concerning the allegation in the complaint or

notify ORS when an answer can be made. The complainant is

notified that review of the case is continuing and is asked

to submit any additional pertinent information.
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If the original complaint did not contain enough
information to cause ORS to open a case, the complainant is
so notified and is encouraged to continue monitoring and
inform ORS of any possible violation in the future.

Analysis of preliminary data

ORS analyzes the complaint and the recipient govern-
ment's response to the 15-day letter. If ORS determines
that the complaint is (1) not justified by the evidence
or (2) not within ORS jurisdiction because it involves
something other than race, color, national origin, or sex,
the case is closed and all parties are notified. Otherwise,
ORS schedules a field investigation. If ORS decides that
it does not have jurisdiction in the complaint because reve-
nue sharing funds are not involved, the complaint will be
referred to the Federal, State, or local agency which has
jurisdiction.

Field investigation

A field investigation of a recipient government normally
consists of a financial audit and a civil rights review. The
purpose of the financial audit is to determine if revenue
sharing funds were used in the programs or activities named
in the complaint. During the field investigation, a civil
rights specialist analyzes in depth the recipient government's
employment, services, and facilities funded by revenue shar-
ing money. This analysis should encompass all aspects of the
complaint as well as any other possible violations uncovered.
To perform the analysis, the civil rights specialist meets
with the complainant and officials of the recipient govern-
ment, makes onsite inspections, collects and reviews relevant
data, and prepares preliminary findings which are disclosed
to officials of the recipient government.

Decision on compliance

ORS formally decides the recipient government's com-
pliance status. If no section 122 violation has been un-
covered, the case is closed and all parties are so notified.
If a violation has been found, ORS uses a "60-day letter" to
notify the government of its noncompliance with section 122.
This letter usually requests that within 60 days of its re-
ceipt, the government should develop an acceptable plan of
action to achieve compliance. The 60-day letters often re-
quest periodic status reports on progress in implementing
the action plan. When a local government is found in viola-
tion, a copy of the 60-day letter is sent to the Governor
of the State who is requested to secure compliance.
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Efforts to obtain compliance

ORS policy is to make every attempt to secure voluntary

compliance before taking other steps. If an action plan

acceptable to ORS is submitted within 60 days of a noncom-

pliance determination, ORS directs the government to im-

plement it. If the recipient government does not submit

an acceptable plan within 60 days, the Revenue Sharing Act

and ORS regulations authorize two alternatives:

--Administrative procedures under title VI of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 which require ORS to offer

the government an opportunity for a hearing. Fed-

eral assistance may be denied or terminated if the

hearing results in finding of noncompliance by the

government with the Revenue Sharing Act's provisions.

-- Referral of the case to the Attorney General with a

recommendation that an appropriate civil action be

instituted against the government.

Case closure

The government is normally returned to a compliance

status when ORS finds no violation or accepts an action

plan. The case is formally closed at this time except for

possible monitoring. All parties are notified of these

actions.

ORS CIVIL RIGHTS CASES INITIATED

DURING 1973 AND 1974

As of December 31, 1974, ORS had opened 109 civil rights

cases. Appendix II contains our summary of each case.

Ninety-eight of the cases were based on complaints received

from private citizens, national civil rights organizations,

State and local interest groups, legal service groups, and

local public officials. The rest were based on information

from the Department of Justice on pending litigation, com-

pliance visits by ORS, or newspaper articles. We noted that

the complaints ORS receives are increasing. As of June 30,

1975, ORS had received about 60 more civil rights cases and

expects to receive a total of 200 complaints in fiscal year

1976.

Reasons for complaints

We also categorized the 109 cases for 1973-74 both by

the type of discrimination charged, such as race, national

origin, and sex, and by the type of activity, such as em-

ployment, services, and facilities, in which the alleged
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discrimination reportedly occurred. Racial discrimination
was alleged in 84 of the 109 cases. About one-third of
these 84 complaints also alleged discrimination based on
national origin and/or sex.

Employment practices were questioned in 80 cases.
About one-fourth of these 80 cases also involved complaints
about services and/or facilities. In about two-thirds, the
police and fire departments were the subjects of the com-
plaints.

Tables 3 and 4 provide more detailed breakdowns of
the various discrimination categories.

Promptness of case processing

ORS regulations which were in effect during 1973-74 and
new regulations which became effective on October 22, 1975,
call for promptly investigating a complainant's allegations
of discrimination if ORS has reason to believe that a re-
cipient government has failed to comply with section 122.
Neither set of regulations, however, prescribed time frames
for each of the six complaint processing stages.

To evaluate ORS's promptness in processing civil rights
cases, we computed the time required to process a civil rights
case from opening to closure. On the average, the 43 closed
cases had taken about 10 months to resolve. The 60 active
cases, however, had already been pending an average of 12
months through June 30, 1975. (These averages do not include
the processing times for six cases which ORS designated as
"special status" due to pending litigation or other unique
circumstances.) The shortest case, Dubuque, Iowa, was closed
in 22 days because the complainant withdrew the charge. The
longest case, Alton, Illinois, took 29 months to close and
stemmed from the first civil rights complaint received by
ORS. (See app. III.)

The increase in the time required to resolve a complaint
was also reflected in the number of cases where a delay of
6 months or more occurred in one or more of the major process-
ing stages of 7 closed cases and 50 active cases. (See app.
IV.)
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Table 3

Types of Discrimination Charges

Special
Closed Active status Totals Percent

Race 23 30 4 57 52

Race and national origin 4 8 - 12 11

Race and sex 4 2 - 6 6

Race, national origin,
and sex 2 5 2 9 8

National origin 2 4 - 6 6

National origin and sex - 2 - 2 2

Sex 2 9 - 11 10

Non-section-122 charge 6 _- 6 6

Total 43 60 6 109 a/100

a/Numbers do not add due to rounding.

Table 4

Types of Activities in Which
Discrimination Allegedly Occurred

Special
Closed Active status Totals Percent

Employment 19 30 5 54 50

Employment and services 1 11 - 12 11

Employment-and facilities 1 5 - 6 6

Employment, services, anR-d --
facilities 2 2 - 4 4

Employment and contract
awards 1 1 - 2 2

Employment and awards of
revenue sharing money - 1 - 1 1

Employment, services,
facilities, and revenue
sharing planning boards - 1 - 1 1

Services 7 3 - 10 9

Services and facilities 4 2 1 7 6

Services and contracts - 1 - 1 1

Facilities 2 3 - 5 5

Revenue sharing advisory
boards 1 - - 1 1

Other 5 _ _ 5 5

Total 43 60 6 109 a/100

a/Numbers do not add due to rounding.
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In two active cases--Lake Village, Arkansas, and the
State of New Mexico--13 months elapsed after complaints
were received with little or no ORS action. Similar delays
were involved in two Pennsylvania cases. ORS received a
complaint against Pittsburgh in June 1973 but did not
acknowledge it until January 1974 nor notify the city about
the allegations until March. After receiving a complaint
against Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, in November 1974, ORS
sent a 15-day letter to the city in December. Beaver Falls
did not respond; however, ORS did nothing until May 1975,
when it sent a second letter to the city asking for a re-
ply. The city replied in June.

Considerable delays also occurred in later, more sub-
stantive stages of complaint processing. In one active case,
Rockford, Illinois, ORS waited 4 months after it received the
official response to a 15-day letter from the city before
requesting additional information. ORS made this request
after the complainant criticized it for "laxity" in process-
ing the complaint. In another active case, Auburn, Alabama,
ORS acknowledged in a June 30, 1975, report that its
post-15-day-letter analysis was late since January. For a
complaint alleging racial discrimination in Knoxville, Tenn-
essee, employment, ORS acknowledged in the same report that
the reply to the 15-day letter was past due since October
1974. There was no record of followup action by ORS other
than a pending request for a field investigation.

Further delays occurred in conducting civil rights
reviews and issuing the findings generated. Amarillo,
Texas, exemplified both types of delays. Two months after
the city's reply to the 15-day letter, a compliance audit
was made, but not until 6 months later did ORS carry out a
civil rights review. Another 8 months then passed before
ORS issued a letter of noncompliance to Amarillo in July
1975.

In two other cases--Atlanta, Georgia, and Logan,
Utah--closing was delayed. In an October 1973 memorandum,
ORS said it lacked jurisdiction in the original Atlanta
complaint based on information obtained in a compliance
audit. The case was officially closed 1 year later without
further action. In the Logan case, a January 1975 ORS
memorandum requested that a closure letter be drafted but
the case was not officially closed until July.

Some delays in case processing could probably be at-
tributed to special circumstances and the inherent dif-
ficulty in scheduling nationwide field investigations to
be conducted by a staff based in Washington, D.C. However,
since 50 of the 60 pending active cases show delays of
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6 months or more in one or more processing stages, we

concluded that these delays reflect fundamental inadequacies

in the ORS case processing system--primarily in staffing,
internal controls, and followup. The doubling of ORS' civil

rights branch to 10 specialists in fiscal year 1976 and addi-

tional periodic reports which ORS recently established should

help decrease the substantial backlog of 1973-74 civil rights

cases and permit quicker processing. Nonetheless, the civil

rights branch will face a mounting workload generated by in-

creasing complaints received, monitoring of closed cases,
employment compliance reviews, a special assurance program

(see p. 27), selected audits, and data received from coop-

erating State and Federal agencies.

Case disposition

Of the 109 civil rights cases opened through December 31,

1974, 66 were still open as of June 30, 1975, including the

6 which were carried in special status by ORS due to pending

litigation or other unique circumstances. Of the 43 that

were closed cases as of June 30, 1975, 11 governments were

found to be violating section 122. In another 9 cases, ORS

found no evidence to support the complaints. Ten cases
were closed due to lack of jurisdication and three others

were closed after the complainants withdrew their charges.

In the remaining 10 closed cases ORS made no formal non-

compliance decision. In four of these cases, ORS monitored

court proceedings. In the rest, ORS contacted the recipient

and, based on responses by the governments and/or its own

findings, recommended actions to satisfy section 122 require-
ments, without issuing a noncompliance finding.

Of the 10 cases ORS closed for lack of jurisdiction,
6 were dismissed because revenue sharing funds were not used

in the programs and activities mentioned in the complaint.

In five of the six, ORS either referred the case to another

Federal agency, or some Federal agency was already inves-

tigating the case. In the sixth case, a letter advising the

complainant to contact the Office of Economic Opportunity
could not be delivered by the post office. In three of the

other four cases, ORS cited a lack of jurisdiction because

the discrimination complaint was not based on race, color,

national origin, or sex--the areas specified in section 122.

These complaints were based on age, geographical location,

and status as an ex-convict. In the 10 cases, the alleged

discrimination occurred before passage of the Revenue Shar-

ing Act.
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We found evidence that ORS had notified or attempted
to notify the complainants of the disposition of their
grievances in most of the closed cases where such notifica-
tion was appropriate. In three cases, however, notifica-
tion was omitted apparently by oversight.

COMPLIANCE AGREEMENTS AND MONITORING

In its letter notifying a government of noncompliance,
ORS requests corrective action. Most governments respond
by either taking the necessary action or assuring ORS that
the required action will be taken. An example of correc-
tive action frequently requested is carrying out affirma-
tive action plans to eliminate discriminatory employment
practices.

As of June 30, 1975, ORS had found 17 recipients violat-
ing section 122. In 11 of the 17 cases the recipients
achieved compliance status and the cases were closed (except
for monitoring in certain instances). Four cases were await-
ing action by ORS or the recipient governments and the two
other cases (Chicago and the State of Michigan) had been
referred to the Department of Justice.

ORS normally monitors a recipient government ai-t-r a
case is closed, to assure that assurances to correct past
discrimination or avoid future discrimination are eventually
translated into actions. For example, in a case of employ-
ment discrimination, ORS typically asks the government to
submit quarterly status reports on its affirmative action
plan. ORS generally requests that the reports designate
by name, race, and sex all persons hired and the salaries and
job titles for all employees in the departments covered by
the plan.

We identified 21 cases as of July 31, 1975, (see app.
V) in which ORS indicated it would formally or informally
monitor the government's progress in implementing plans
and projects to assure continuing compliance with section
122. In 15 of these cases, the plans were affirmative
action efforts against employment discrimination.

In 7 of the 21 cases, ORS files showed that some action
was required on or before our review cutoff date of July 31,
1975. Actual monitoring through July 31, 1975, consisted of
receiving reports from five of the localities involved in
the seven cases (Mobile, Alabama; Peoria, Illinois; Pleasant
Mound Township, Illinois; Lorain, Ohio; and Dane County,
Wisconsin). In only one of these five instances (Pleasant
Mound Township) was there both a prompt report submission
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by the government and an ORS review of the information
submitted. For the most part we found delays and a lack
of followup in ORS monitoring. For example:

-- Montclair, New Jersey, was asked to submit quarterly
status reports, beginning in January 1975, on efforts
to eliminate employment discrimination. As of July 31,
1975, however, there was no record of these reports
nor of ORS followup after the submission deadlines
expired.

--ORS asked Mobile, Alabama, to submit periodic status
reports on construction projects funded by revenue

sharing money. The city submitted the first report
in January 1975, but as of July 31, 1975, there was

no record that ORS had reviewed the report or of any
further ORS action.

-- ORS stated it would use onsite inspections to monitor
the implementation of a ground-transportation plan -in
Beaumont, Texas, and the use of a swimming pool in
Henderson, Texas. ORS closed the Beaumont and Hender-
son cases in 1974. In the Henderson case, ORS notified
the complainant in January 1974 that an inspection of
the swimming pool to verify its nondiscriminatory use
would be held in the summer of 1974. We found no
record that either inspection occurred.

--ORS planned an onsite inspection to check on employ-
ment and street-paving projects in Fort Pierce,
Florida. This inspection was to be held concurrently
with a civil rights review in St. Lucie County, Florida.
The review was originally scheduled for June 1975 but
had not been held as of July 31.

-- Dane County, Wisconsin, was asked to submit quarterly

status reports, from April 1975 until further notice,
on its progress in implementing its affirmative action
plan. ORS received Dane County's first status report
in April and a second report in July. As of June 30,
1975, there was no record of official ORS review of
the information submitted.

--Peoria, Illinois, was asked to report quarterly begin-
ning in April 1975 on its affirmative action plan. ORS
received Peoria's first report in June covering imple-
mentation of the plan from September 1974 to April
1975. As of June 30, 1975, there was no record of
ORS review.
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-- Quarterly status reports were required beginning July
1975 on an affirmative action agreement with Lorain,
Ohio. The city submitted its first report in July
but there was no record of an ORS review of this
report.

Special assurance program

ORS requires the chief executive officer of each re-
cipient government to sign a statement, printed on the
planned use report form, assuring that the government
intends to comply fully with section 122 and other provi-
sions of the Revenue Sharing Act. In June 1975 ORS estab-
lished new special assurance procedures whereby, in addi-
tion to this standard statement, a recipient government with
an unresolved violation must submit additional evidence
that similar violations will not occur in the use of revenue
sharing funds in the next entitlement period.

ORS informed 14 recipient governments with pending sec-
tion 122 violations that they would not receive their pay-
ments for fiscal year 1976 until "specialized or augmented"
assurances were provided showing that the area of noncom-
pliance was being addressed. In October 1975 ORS said
13 of these 14 governments received their first quarterly
payments. (Chicago's payment was deferred due to a Federal
court order.) In most cases, according to ORS, the govern-
ments were allowed to receive payment because they planned
to use their revenue sharing money in the same categories
as in previous entitlement periods and ORS believed that
discrimination in these areas was being eliminated. Pow-
hatan County, Virginia, indicated that its revenue sharing
funds would be used in new areas and submitted evidence
acceptable to ORS that no section 122 violations would re-
sult. The State of Michigan and ORS agreed that if no final
decision had been reached by July 1976 in pending Federal
litigation concerning an allegd section 122 violation, ORS
would defer payment of part of Michigan's last quarterly
payment for fiscal year 1976. (See app. II for details.)
Although it agreed to this procedure, the State disputed
ORS' authority to "demand" an additional assurance.

An ORS official said there was currently no master
list detailing which jurisdictions were being monitored,
on what basis, in which areas, and at what intervals.

Responding to a special assurance letter, the Mayor
of New Bern, North Carolina, wrote ORS that he was "some-
what bewildered and confused" over the apparent contradic-
tion between the closing letter and the special assurance
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letter. Following telephone conversations and an exchange
of correspondence, New Bern submitted a general assurance
to ORS in September 1975. ORS accepted the assurance and
said it had eliminated the affirmative action plan and
quarterly status report requirements.

Responses of complainants and recipient
governments to the ORS case processing system

We contacted the complainant or a representative in
27 of the 43 closed cases. The complainants were generally
dissatisfied with the disposition of their grievances; most
believed discrimination still existed. Some were also dis-
satisfied with the way ORS handled their particular cases.
They criticized ORS for

-- failing to conduct a prompt, thorough investigation,

-- failing to follow up on closed cases,

-- not requiring a formal, signed compliance agreement
from the government specifying all actions to achieve
compliance and the type of status reports which would
be submitted periodically, and

-- considering a government to be in compliance even
though it agreed to comply with only a portion of
ORS' original requirements.

ORS had notified or attempted to notify the complainants
where appropriate of the disposition of most closed cases.
In three cases, however, ORS apparently omitted notification.

In 21 of the 27 closed cases in which we contacted the
complainants, we asked the recipient governments whether they
were satisfied with the resolutions of their cases and whether
the cases created administrative burdens for them. Twenty
thought their cases were processed fairly and resolved satis-
factorily. They also said that their cases did not create
administrative burdens. The remaining government considered
ORS very unfair and unconcerned about local governments.
Five of the governments said they increased costs and expanded
staff effort.

We did not contact five governments because ORS had dis-
missed the complaints without having to contact them. In
the last of the 27 cases, ORS legal staff asked us not to
contact the government because of the sensitivity of the
case.
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CONCLUSIONS

ORS efforts to enforce compliance by recipient govern-
ments with the nondiscrimination provision of the Revenue
Sharing Act have been too narrowly focused in relying almost
exclusively on discrimination complaints as indicators of
potential violations. ORS can improve its civil rights com-
pliance program by conducting selected compliance reviews
or audits.

Although ORS has conceived of such a program, including
the use of the existing State and local audit system, coor-
dination and cooperation with other Federal and State agen-
cies, a sample audit plan, and a complaint processing system,
to substantially broaden the scope of its efforts, implemen-
tation of the concept has been impeded by inadequate staff-
ing and an increasing workload.

ORS processing of civil rights cases opened through
December 31, 1974, and its monitoring of affirmative actions
by governments found violating the nondiscrimination provi-
sion of the Revenue Sharing Act, have been characterized by
inadequate controls, an increasing workload, and inadequate
staffing, which have excessively delayed resolution of civil
rights cases. And complaint processing time is increasing.
Many of the excessive delays in case processing occurred
because of insufficient systematic procedures to alert ORS
staff to delinquent actions requiring immediate attention.
We identified 7 closed cases and 50 active cases where a
delay of 6 months or more occurred in one or more major
processing stages. We believe that with improved internal
controls, ORS' current staff should have been able to detect
many of the problems and process cases faster.

The increasing workload and small number of civil rights
specialists have also caused delays. Through December 31,
1974, ORS opened 109 civil rights cases, and it expects the
number of complaints for fiscal year 1976 alone to be about
200. This increased workload will further tax the small num-
ber of civil rights specialists who perform administrative
tasks in Washington, D.C., conduct field investigations and
sample audits, and perform other civil rights tasks through-
out the country. With the present backlog of 1973-74 civil
rights cases, the anticipated increase in complaints received
in fiscal year 1976, and ORS' planned compliance reviews of
recipient governments identified by computerized analysis,
even an enlarged staff of 10 ORS civil rights specialists
may be insufficient to handle the workload.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of the Treasury develop
and implement procedures and other measures to alert ORS staff
of delinquent civil rights cases requiring immediate monitor-
ing and attention. We believe that by establishing improved
control measures, ORS' current civil rights staff should be
able to resolve cases much faster and facilitate corrective
actions through its monitoring process.

We further recommend that the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Congress authorize ORS to increase its staff to im-
prove its overall civil rights program. ORS should deter-
mine staff needed beyond the 10 specialists authorized for
fiscal year 1976, by assessing current needs and its planned
enforcement program.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

The Office of Revenue Sharing agreed that its internal
control over the timeliness of actions on cases had not been
satisfactory. ORS stated that since the period of time
covered by our review, it had installed a computerized system
to track the current status of each case and had issued an
internal directive prescribing time limits within which man-
dated specific actions must be taken.

ORS also agreed that its enforcement of the nondiscrim-
ination requirements has been impaired seriously by lack of
staff and that staffing levels must be increased to achieve
the objectives of the nondiscrimination provision. ORS
said a request for 14 additional civil rights professionals
and 7 additional compliance staff is now pending in the
Appropriations Committees of both the Senate and the House
of Representatives.

We believe that the new computerized control system and
the additional staff, if authorized, should result in more
timely and effective enforcement of the nondiscrimination
requirements.
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CHAPTER 4

SCOPE OF REVIEW

We talked with Office of Revenue Sharing officials and
studied ORS literature and records to understand how the
Office carries out its civil rights compliance operations
under the Revenue Sharing Act. We reviewed each of the
109 civil rights cases ORS had opened through December 31,
1974, and procedures for monitoring recipient governments'
corrective actions. We asked complainants in about one-fourth
of the 109 cases and recipient governments in about one-fifth
of the cases what they thought of ORS' civil rights compliance
operations. We also developed a summary of each of the cases.
(See app. II.)

To obtain some knowledge about civil rights enforcement
under other Federal programs, we talked with officials of the
Departments of Justice; Transportation; Health, Education,
and Welfare; and Housing and Urban Development and the Office
of Federal Contract Compliance Program.
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B-146285

Mr. Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General
Geaeral Accounting Office
441 G Street, Room 7014
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Staats:

As you may know, in September 1973, the Subcommittee on
Civil Rights and Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the
Judiciary held a preliminary hearing on the administration of the
civil rights provisions of the Revenue Sharing Act (State and Local
Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972). With the Act coming up for renewal
during the 94th Congress, the Subcommittee intends to conduct com-
prehensive hearings into how the Office of Revenue Sharing (ORS) has
discharged the civil rights enforcement responsibilities assigned to
it under the Act. To assist in the Subcommittee's evaluation efforts,
it would be most helpful if GAO would review and report to the
Subcommittee on the activities of ORS in this area.

Specifically, the Subcommittee is seeking information on
the manner in which ORS has handled civil rights complaints which have
come to its attention. This would include answering such questions as:

1. How many and what kind of civil rights complaints have
been received by ORS through December 31, 1974?

2. How are the complaints processed by ORS and how quickly
are they investigated?

3. What disposition has been made of complaints received
through December 31, 1974?

4. Are formal compliance agreements entered into with
recipient jurisdictions that have been the subject of complaints?
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.5. What is the extent and nature of ORS' monitoring of
any such agreements?

6. In how many instances have complaints been dismissed
because there was a determination that revenue sharing funds have
not been used in the acts complained of? Is there evidence that such
dismissed complaints have been certified to other appropriate agencies
for investigation?

7. What criteria has ORS followed in resolving complaints
and is the criteria consistent with that applied by other Federal
agencies?

8. Are complainants notified of the disposition of their
grievances?

9. In those cases or matters which ORS has closed, have
complainants been satisfied that the practices which formed the basis
for their grievances have been or are being eliminated?

It is my understanding that a basic part of the compliance
philosophy of ORS has been to encourage the assistance of civil rights
organizations, public interest groups, and other Federal agencies to
help insure compliance with the civil rights provisions of the Act.
We would be interested in information on the extent of coordination
and cooperation ORS has obtained. We are also interested in any actions
the agency has taken to identify, on a systematic basis, recipient
governments in which civil rights problems may exist even though no
complaints have been filed against the governments. Similarly, the
Subcommittee is interested in receiving some assessment of the extent
to which such problems may exist without their having come to the
attention of ORS.

I understand that members of the Subcommittee staff have
held discussions with GAO representatives and that they have agreed
that the proposed review would be complimentary to reviews of the civil
rights aspects of the Revenue Sharing Program that GAO now has in
process. It was also agreed that information gathered for the Subcommittee
could be used in other GAO studies of the ORS compliance system. Consider-
ing the Subcommittee's plans for hearings, I would hope that your report
to the Subcommittee could be completed by July 1975. I am confident
that the report will be a very useful document to the Subcommittee and
the Congress during deliberations on renewal of the revenue sharing
legislation.

Sincerely,

ETER W. RODINO, JR. -

CHAIRMAN

PWR/mb
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SUMMARY OF CASES

This section contains our summary of 109 civil rights

cases initiated by the Office of Revenue Sharing before 1975.

These summaries are based primarily on our review of case
files and discussions with ORS officials and complainants.
The summaries are listed alphabetically by recipient.

The 109 cases and the corresponding dates listed for

"case opened" and "case closed" were taken from a list con-

tained in ORS' June 30, 1975, "Compliance Control Project."
In certain instances our review of the case indicated that

a different date of initiation or closure was likely. In

these instances we used a different date than shown in the
project.

The "15-day letter" that is mentioned in the summaries
refers to an ORS letter notifying the recipient government
of the receipt of a complaint against it and briefly sum-
marizing the allegations. The government is allowed 15 days
to provide information concerning the allegations or notify
ORS when an answer can be given.

The noncompliance "60-day letter" sent by ORS to a
government found in violation of section 122 generally al-

lows the government 60 days to submit an acceptable plan
of resolution. There were some cases, however, where the

noncompliance letter gave a period of 15 or 30 days.

Akron, Ohio Case opened Oct. 16, 1974

Charge--racial discrimination in employment

In October 1974 ORS received a complaint alleging

that Akron used revenue sharing money for employee salaries
and practiced racial discrimination in its employment poli-
cies.

ORS sent a 15-day letter to Akron in November 1974.

In November and December the city responded by denying the
allegations and indicating that revenue sharing money for

municipal employees involved only the sanitation services
and highway maintenance divisions.

Through June 30, 1975, no further ORS action in this

case was recorded. ORS indicated a civil rights review
would be held in Akron.

Alameda County, California Case opened Sept. 13, 1974
Charge--ethnic discrimination in employment
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In September 1974 ORS received a complaint against
Alameda County alleging that a Mexican-American cadet was
arbitrarily dismissed from a training program for fire
fighters and that the county did not intend to- hire minority
cadets. Alameda County reportedly used revenue sharing
money to fund a 6-month training program in fire fighting
conducted by the Fairview, California, fire protection dis-
trict. The program was limited to six persons who had to
be members of minority groups and unemployed or receiving
public assistance.

ORS sent Alameda County a 15-day letter in October 1974.
The county responded in November by denying the charges. 'At-
tached to the response was a report prepared by the county's
Human Relations Department. The report found "no concrete
evidence of discrimination" in the dismissal of the Mexican-
American cadet from the training program.

ORS conducted a civil rights review in Alameda County
during April of 1975. Through June 30, 1975, no record
of the findings from this review or of further ORS action
was on file.

Albuquerque, Nex Mexico Case opened May 28, 1974
Charge--racial and ethnic Case closed Sept. 4, 1974

discrimination in man-
power programs

ORS received a complaint in May 1974 that Albuquerque
was discriminating against blacks and Indians in operating
local manpower programs. ORS contacted the city manager
by telephone and was told that no revenue sharing funds
were used for the local manpower programs.

Albuquerque received a 15-day letter in July 1974. The
city responded by saying that its manpower programs did com-
ply with equal employment opportunity requirements but used
no revenue sharing funds.

In March 1975, ORS notified the complainant that the
complaint had been referred to the Department of Labor.

Alton, Illinois Case opened Feb. 6, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed June 19, 1975

in employment

ORS received its first civil rights complaint in Feb-
ruary 1973. Alton was charged with unlawfully discriminating
against blacks in city employment, particularly within the
police and fire departments.
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Also in February 1973 the complainant filed a class ac-
tion suit in the U.S. district court for southern Illinois,
making the same allegations. A November 1973 consent decree
resulting from this suit restrained the city from hiring
patrolmen or firemen using present eligibility lists--to
which the court had found blacks had inadequate access.
The consent decree stipulated, among other items, that the

city must hire 7 qualified blacks to fill the next 7 vacan-
cies for fire fighters and 10 qualified blacks to fill the
next 10 vacancies for patrolmen.

ORS audited Alton in July 1973 and held a civil rights
review in May 1974. ORS later found Alton in violation of
section 122 but stated that the city would be in compliance
if it obeyed the consent decree and implemented an acceptable
affirmative action plan.

An ORS telephone memorandum, dated January 14, 1975,
indicated that Alton claimed to have subsequently hired 7
black firefighters and 10 black patrolmen. However, both
the city and the complainant told us in October 1975 that
Alton had not yet hired more than five or six black patrol-
men.

In May 1975, the city submitted employment data to ORS.
Based on this data and the information contained in the
January telephone memorandum, ORS closed the case in June
1975 after notifying the city that it would now be comply-
ing with section 122 as long as it continued to obey the
consent decree. A copy of the closing letter was also sent
the complainant. ORS withdrew its requirement for an affirm-
ative action plan because it determined that the original
requirement was based on an incomplete analysis of employ-
ment data for Alton.

In July 1975, ORS notified Alton that the standard as-
surance statement contained in its planned use report for
fiscal year 1976 was unacceptable. Alton was asked to pro-
vide evidence that all city agencies receiving fiscal year
1976 funds complied with the 1973 consent decree. The city
responded later in the month, identifying the specific areas
where its fiscal year 1976 revenue sharing money would be
spent and stating that its current employment situation
and policies were reflected in data already submitted.

Amarillo, Texas Case opened Oct. 30, 1973
(estimate)

Charge--racial discrimi-
nation in employment and
facilities
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ORS received a complaint against Amarillo in October
1973, charging the city with using its revenue sharing money

to construct facilities--a library, fire stations, and tennis

courts--which in their planned location would benefit white
citizens more than blacks. The complaint also mentioned an
open storm sewer in the northwest part of Amarillo.

In March 1974, ORS sent a 15-day letter to the city,

which responded by denying the charges. During May, ORS
performed a compliance audit in Amarillo. The audit report
stated that no financial violations were found but the civil
rights matter was still under review.

In November 1974 ORS conducted a civil rights review
in Amarillo and, according to a file memorandum, investigated

discrimination in employment, contract compliance, and faci-
lities.

In July 1975 ORS sent a 60-day letter of noncompliance

to the city for reasons other than those complained about.
ORS stated that information obtained during its November

1974 review failed to support the original discrimination
charges concerning the location of the proposed library,

the relocating of fire stations, and the construction of
tennis courts. Concerning the allegations about the open

sewer, ORS said it lacked jurisdiction because revenue shar-
ing funds were not involved. ORS stated, however, that it

found Amarillo in violation of section 122 because minori-

ties and women were underrepresented in the fire, transpor-

tation, highway, parks, and sanitation departments and males

were underrepresented in the library.

To correct these violations, Amarillo was asked to

develop and, upon ORS approval, implement an affirmative

action plan for the six departments. The city was also
asked to report quarterly (no starting date was indicated)
on progress in implementing the action plan.

In a separate letter in July 1975, ORS found the

city's planned use report compliance assurance statement
for fiscal year 1976 unacceptable because of the unresolved
violations cited in the noncompliance letter. ORS requested
that Amarillo develop affirmative action plans in any city

agency which would receive fiscal year 1976 revenue sharing
payments and in which minority groups were underrepresented.
ORS also asked for quarterly status reports, beginning Octo-

ber 1975, on these plans.

Atlanta, Georgia Case opened June 22, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Oct. 31, 1974

in employment
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ORS was notified by the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration in June 1973 of a private suit charging Atlanta
with racial discrimination in employing police. The suit
named the Secretary of the Treasury codefendent because
revenue sharing funds were allegedly used in the police de-
partment.

In July ORS visited Atlanta and determined that the
city used its revenue sharing funds only in the fire depart-
ment. Since no revenue sharing funds were used by the police
department, charges against the Secretary of the Treasury
were dismissed in October.

An ORS memorandum dated August 15, 1973, stated that
analysis of employment data obtained during the Atlanta
visit showed possible discrimination by the city's fire de-
partment. The memorandum also indicated that ORS had learned
of several employment discrimination complaints filed with
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission against the
Atlanta fire department. An October 1974 ORS memorandum
in the file stated that the case was closed because revenue
sharing funds were not used by the police department, but
Atlanta would be visited at a future time concerning the
fire department. Through June 30, 1975, there was no file
record that the city was informed of these facts or that
ORS had further investigated the fire department.

During a later review of the file we noted that the
October memorandum had been replaced by an almost identical
October memorandum which excluded the statement that the
Atlanta fire department would be investigated.

Auburn, Alabama Case opened Sept. 17, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination

in facilities

In March 1974 a civil rights organization in Alabama
complained to the Secretary of the Treasury of discrimina-
tion in the use of revenue sharing money. The city allegedly
leased its municipal stadium to a private school which barred
blacks. ORS apparently did not receive a copy of the com-
plaint at this time, thus the delay in opening this case.

In September the Atlanta branch of the complaining
civil rights organization asked ORS for the status of
the Auburn complaint and ORS asked the Atlanta branch for
more information. This information was provided in late
September.

During October the national headquarters of the civil
rights organization asked for prompt action on the Auburn
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complaint and charged that the city spent $40,000 in revenue
sharing money to build a new dressing room at the municipal
stadium.

ORS, in December 1974, sent a 15-day letter to Auburn.
The city, in a telephone conversation and a letter, admitted
that revenue sharing money was used to build the new dressing
room. Auburn also said that the private school in question
ended its use of the stadium before the dressing room was
completed, and the private school's stadium lease was not
renewed, to avoid a potential violation of section 122.

Through June 30, 1975, no further ORS action was docu-
mented.

Austintown Township, Ohio Case opened Feb. 14, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in Case closed Feb. 3, 1975

services

ORS received a complaint in February 1974 against Austin-
town Township alleging racial discrimination in an apartment
project allegedly being built with Department of Housing and
Urban Development funds. The complainant alleged that the
project and construction site were subject to harassment,
threats, damages, and inadequate public services--including
police protection--because blacks and other minorities might
occupy apartments in the new development. The complainant
asked for an investigation and, if racial discrimination
were found, cessation of revenue sharing payments.

During the next several months ORS contacted the Depart-
ment of Justice, the Environmental Protection Agency, and
HUD concerning the case. It also informed the township of
its intention to investigate the matter and in October 1974
contacted the complainant for an updated report.

In December 1974 ORS and HUD held a civil rights review
in Austintown Township during which they met with the com-
plainant and township officials and physically inspected
the housing project area. ORS determined that it had two
areas of jurisdiction--police protection and street paving.

Regarding police protection, ORS concluded that since
the events had occurred 2 years earlier, a case of discrimina-
tion would be difficult to establish. An earlier FBI investi-
gation had reportedly reached a similar conclusion.
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The problem of street paving involved a small section
of road which led into the project. This section had not
been paved when other area roads were paved. ORS concluded,
after checking other streets in the township, that since the
disputed section was a dead end when the other streets were
paved, there was no discrimination. An official of Austin-
town Township told ORS that the section would probably be
paved when other streets near the project required resurfacing.
In February 1975 ORS sent closing letters to the township and
the complainant stating that no violations of section 122
had been found.

Beaumont, Texas Case opened July 2, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Nov. 13, 1974

in services

In July 1973 ORS received a complaint that Beaumont
used revenue sharing money to improve streets and roads in
the white section while streets and roads in the black sec-
tion remained largely dirt and gravel.

A July audit by ORS and a September civil rights in-
vestigation by the Department of Justice and ORS found
that the capital improvement projects funded by revenue
sharing fell outside of the census tracts with black popula-
tion of 50 percent or more. Information obtained by ORS
and Justice during these visits also indicated that the
city's total capital improvement program disproportionately
benefited the white section of Beaumont. Based on these
findings, ORS sent the city a 60-day letter of noncompliance
in January 1974.

In a January meeting between ORS and Beaumont offi-
cials, the city agreed to submit information on its ground
transportation plan. ORS received a summary report in May
on various activities related to ground transportation im-
provements. After analyzing this material, ORS concluded
in September 1974 that Beaumont was in compliance with
section 122. ORS also stated that it planned future monitor-
ing visits to the city to review progress in implementing
the ground transportation plan. ORS informed Beaumont of
the finding of compliance in November 1974, and the case
was officially closed at that time with closing letters
sent to the city and the complainant.

Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania Case opened Nov. 11, 1974
Charge--sex discrimination in employment

In November 1974 ORS received a complaint against
Beaver Falls stating that the Pennsylvania Human Relations
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Commission had found the city guilty of sex discrimination in
police employment. The complainant asked ORS to withhold
revenue sharing payments to Beaver Falls until the city com-
plied with requirements of the State commission.

After a local newspaper reported the filing of this
complaint, Beaver Falls wrote ORS in November to deny the
charge and inform ORS that the commission's findings were
being appealed to a State court. The city requested that ORS
postpone action on the complaint until the court rendered
its decision.

In December ORS sent a 15-day letter to Beaver Falls.
When the city did not respond, a second letter was sent in
May 1975.

The city replied in June that the commission's findings
had been appealed to a State court which had ruled in favor
of the city. The Human Relations Commission reportedly
appealed this decision to the State supreme court. The
city stated that its position denying the charge and re-
questing ORS postponement of action until a final court
decision had not changed since its November 1974 letter.

Bibb County, Alabama (ORS Case opened Oct. 29, 1974
lists this case as West
Blocton, Alabama

Charge--racial discrimination in services and facilities

In October 1974 ORS received a complaint -charging
that certain water, sewage treatment, and street services
and facilities were not provided the black community of
Bibb County's "Stack Hill" section. The complaint indi-
cated that these services and facilities were provided
the white community but stopped at the Stack Hill section.

In November ORS sent a 15-day letter to Bibb County re-
questing information concerning the allegation. Bibb County,
in a December letter, denied any racial discrimination in
its use of revenue sharing money and stated that none of its
revenue sharing money had been used to provide street light-
ing or road resurfacing. The county letter stated that reve-
nue sharing money had gone to a community similar to Stack
Hill for water and sewer projects because this community,
unlike Stack Hill, had previously sought and obtained Federal
and State water and sewer assistance.

Through June 30, 1975, no further ORS action was docu-
mented in the file.
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Bladensburg, Maryland Case opened Oct. 12, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Feb. 24, 1975

in employment

ORS received information by telephone in October 1973
indicating that Bladensburg, which allocated revenue sharing
funds to its police department, had instituted a hiring
freeze to avoid employing a qualified black as a policeman.

In March 1974 ORS sent a 15-day letter to Bladensburg,
which responded by denying any discrimination. It said that
the police department employed a Spanish-American police
officer, a Japanese-American police officer, and a black
dispatcher out of a total force of nine officers and four
dispatchers.

Also in March ORS visited Bladensburg, performed a
financial audit, and collected civil rights information
for analysis. The audit disclosed that Bladensburg used
revenue sharing money to pay police department salaries.
In June 1974 ORS again visited the town for a more detailed
civil rights review. Based on this investigation, ORS
sent a letter to the town in August 1974 which stated that
Bladensburg would be considered in compliance with sec-
tion 122 if it hired the original black applicant and pre-
pared an affirmative action plan for the police department
reflecting the minority population of the town. Minorities
comprised 3.5 percent of Bladensburg's population and 23
percent of the population of the relevant standard metro-
politan statistical area. The town responded to the ORS
letter by again denying that there was any discrimination
and requested a hearing on the matter.

In January 1975 ORS again visited Bladensburg. It
reverified police department employment data and met with
several department employees to discuss working conditions.
ORS reported that the employees were satisfied, including
the black applicant mentioned in the telephone complaint,
who was eventually hired as a policeman in early January 1975.
Based on this review, ORS closed the case in February 1975
with letters to the town and the Governor of Maryland. ORS
maintained in the closing letter that hiring the black appli-
cant and the fact that the police department then employed
a black dispatcher and a Spanish-American policeman removed
the requirement for an affirmative action plan.

Bogalusa, Louisiana Case opened Oct. 1973
Charge--racial discrimination in employment, services,

facilities, and revenue sharing planning boards

ORS received complaints in October and November 1973
charging Bogalusa with racial discrimination in sewage and
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fire hydrant services, in competition for the position of
superintendent of the water and sewage treatment facility,
and in the opportunity to plan the use of revenue sharing
funds.

There was an initial delay in processing the complaints
because the complainants did not include a return address.
In February 1974 ORS obtained the complainant's address.
In July ORS acknowledged receipt of the complaint and sent
a 15-day letter to Bogalusa concerning the discrimination
charges. The city responded by denying the allegations.

In October 1974 ORS conducted a compliance review in
Bogalusa and determined that the complainant's allegations
could not be supported. However, racial discrimination
was found in the use of revenue sharing money in other
city programs. ORS cited an apparent case of racial dis-
crimination in five city departments, including police
and fire, based on an analysis of city employment and minor-
ity population data. ORS found that minorities comprised
34 percent of Bogalusa's total population but only 10 percent
of the city government work force and were employed almost
exclusively in the lowest paying positions. ORS also cited
racial discrimination in the city's road maintenance serv-
ices, based on a review of contracts and physical inspection
of the roads.

In March 1975 ORS sent a 60-day letter of noncompliance
to Bogalusa requesting that the city submit: (1) an affirma-
tive action plan, including goals and timetables for the five
city departments, (2) quarterly status reports, beginning
July 1975, on the implementation of the plan, and (3) a
nondiscriminatory plan for its road maintenance services.
A December 1974 report based on the October review also
noted that the Bogalusa jail was segregated. However, this
fact was not mentioned in the 60-day noncompliance letter,
and the file did not show why this apparent problem was
not addressed.

In June 1975 ORS informed the city that due to the
unresolved violations cited by the March noncompliance
letter, evidence of future compliance with ORS regula-
tions during entitlement period 6 would be required. Boga-
lusa was asked to submit an affirmative action plan for
any city agency which might receive revenue sharing money
in the period and quarterly status reports, beginning
in October 1975, on implementing these plans.

Also in June 1975 a private suit brought in the Fed-
eral district court for eastern Louisiana charged Bogalusa
with unlawful discrimination in employment and services.
The case (Bogalusa Voters League, et al. v. City of Bogalusa,
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et al.) also alleged that ORS continued to make entitlement
payments to the city, although knowing about this discrimi-
nation. The plantiff sought to enjoin ORS from making
further payments to Bogalusa and to have ORS take the neces-
sary steps to bring the city into compliance..

Through June 30, 1975, no further ORS action in this
case was noted in the file.

Bond County, Illinois Case opened Oct. 30, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Feb. 18, 1975

in services

ORS received a complaint in October 1973 charging that
Bond County racially discriminated in its road maintenance
services, which were funded with revenue sharing money. In
December the complainant filed a suit based on the same
charge in U.S. District Court. This suit and the original
complaint also included Pleasant Mound Township, Illinois,
which ORS processed as a separate case. (See p. 85.)

ORS sent a 15-day letter to Bond County in February
1974. Before the county responded, a consent order was
negotiated which eliminated the county from the suit. Bond
County subsequently responded to the 15-day letter by ask-
ing ORS to refrain from any further action due to the
consent order ruling. The complainant withdrew the com-
plaint in March; however, ORS did not close the case be-
cause the complainant's withdrawal letter did not explain
what prompted the county to end the alleged discrimination.

In May ORS conducted a compliance review in Bond County
while on a routine visit to several localities in southern
Illinois. During this review, ORS met with county officials
and the complainant. It determined that revenue sharing
funds were not used by the county for road maintenance but
were used or planned for jail and bridge construction proj-
ects.

Based on the information gathered during this review,
ORS sent another 15-day letter to Bond County in August.
ORS said it would find Bond County in compliance with sec-
tion 122 if the county obtained equal opportunity employer
statements from the contractors for revenue sharing funded
construction projects. The county forwarded the necessary
statements to ORS in September, and ORS closed the case
in February 1975.

Boston, Massachusetts I Case opened 1973
Charge--racial and ethnic Case closed 1974 (ORS file
discrimination in employment indicated case closed as

of September 18, 1974)
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In January 1973 the Department of Justice filed a suit
in the U.S. district court for Massachusetts charging that
the Boston fire department discriminated against blacks
and Spanish-surnamed persons in employment. The Massachu-
setts Civil Service Commission was also named in the suit.

In June 1973 ORS visited Boston to acquaint city offi-
cials with regulations. During this visit ORS established
that Boston used revenue sharing funds for the "public
safety" category, but time limitations prevented a more
specific breakdown. ORS took no further action in this
case during 1973, both because of the pending Justice De-
partment suit and a lack of staff.

In January 1974 Justice requested information from
ORS on Boston's use of revenue sharing funds. In February,
before ORS responded, the court issued an order requiring
the city and the State civil service commission to revise
certain recruiting, testing, and certifying procedures to
overcome the effects of the racial and ethnic discrimina-
tion outlined in the suit. This order was later appealed.

In March ORS again visited Boston and found that the
city used revenue sharing funds for its fire department.
ORS told Justice this and also wrote Boston, stating ORS
interest in the suit. Justice later informed ORS that
in September a Federal appellate court had upheld the
February district court order against the city and the
State civil service commission. An ORS memorandum in
the file indicated that the Boston case was closed as of
the appellate court's ruling.

This closure occurred despite an earlier recommenda-
tion to the ORS compliance manager from the chief counsel
that, based on the February 1974 order, ORS should notify
Boston of its noncompliance with section 122. The chief
counsel also recommended that, if compliance were not
achieved after 60 days from the time of official notifica-
tion to the city, ORS should refer the case to Justice
with the recommendation that (1) a civil action be started
and (2) if deemed feasible by the district court judge,
the original complaint and subsequent court order be
amended to include a revenue sharing count.

A Justice official said the U.S. Supreme Court in
April 1975 refused to review the decision of the appellate
court. This official also stated that the parties involved
in the suit agreed on a consent decree to implement the
February 1974 district court order. Another Justice of-
ficial estimated that Boston in early 1976 would hire a
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group of firemen based on the new, court-ordered recruitment
methods, entrance examinations, and certification proce-
dures.

The Federal suit against Boston and the State civil serv-
ice commission never included a section 122 charge because,
according to the Justice Department, specific verification
of the city's use of revenue sharing funds occurred after
the February 1974 district court order.

Boston, Massachusetts II Case opened Nov. 21, 1974
Charge--racial and ethnic discrimination

in services and contract: awards

ORS received a complaint in November 1974 against Boston
charging that black and Hispanic areas of the city did not
get regular street and park maintenance service. The com-
plainant also charged unlawful discrimination in contract-
ing, since few public works contracts for minority community
areas were awarded to minority contractors.

In January 1975 ORS sent a 15-day letter to Boston.
The city replied that the allegations in the 15-day letter
were too broad to address and that expenditures and assign-
ments for street and park maintenance services were "not
recorded on an area basis." The city also said that no
minority contractors were ever denied contracts for which
they had submitted the lowest bids.

Through June 30, 1975, there was no record of further
ORS action.

Breckenridge, Texas Case opened Feb. 11, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Jan. 2, 1975

in services

In February 1974 ORS received a complaint alleging
racial discrimination in the Breckenridge street paving
program funded by revenue sharing money. ORS acknowledged
receipt of the complaint, and it sent a 15-day letter to
the city in April. Information obtained during a subse-
quent ORS audit and civil rights investigation held in
Breckenridge during April supported the allegation.

In an April meeting, city officials agreed to pro-
vide ORS with a 4-year, city-wide paving plan. Following
a 60-day letter of noncompliance sent in May 1974, the
city submitted the paving plan, which ORS found acceptable
in November. The case was officially closed in January of
1975. At this time ORS indicated its intention to visit
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Breckenridge in 12 to 18 months to review progress in imple-
menting the paving plan. There is no record of a closing
letter sent to the complainants.

Bremen, Georgia Case opened Jan. 14, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in
employment and services

In January and March 1974 ORS received complaints of
racial discrimination in employment and services. ORS, in
September, sent a 15-day letter to Bremen, which responded
by denying the charges and stating that it employed minority
workers.

An October 1974 compliance audit by ORS disclosed that
Bremen used revenue sharing money to pay salaries and wages
and employed no minority workers. These findings were turned
over to the civil rights branch for resolution.

During May 1975 ORS conducted a civil rights review in
Bremen. As of August 26, 1975, no findings from this re-
view had been issued.

Buffalo, New York Case opened Feb. 19, 1974
Charge--racial, ethnic, and Case closed 1974

sex discrimination in em-
ployment

The Department of Justice in August 1973 sued Buffalo's
police department for employment discrimination based on
race, national origin, and sex.

In January 1974 Justice asked ORS for information on
Buffalo's use of revenue sharing money. ORS visited Buffalo
in February and determined that revenue sharing funds were
allocated to the police and fire departments. In March
Buffalo was officially notified of ORS interest in the pend-
ing suit.

In April Justice filed a suit, including a revenue
sharing charge, against the city's fire department, charging
it with racial, ethnic, and sex discrimination in employ-
ment. In July Justice also amended its August 1973 suit
against the city's police department to include a revenue
sharing charge. The two suits involving Buffalo were then
consolidated in a single action.

In September 1974 ORS received a complaint against
Buffalo's police and fire departments. The complainant
asked ORS to initiate its own proceedings against the
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city and defer funding until the question of discrimination
had been decided. ORS took the position that it was not
required to institute its own administrative proceedings be-
cause of the Justice proceedings. A counsel for the com-
plainant, however, disputed this position.

ORS considered the Buffalo case closed in 1974. In
January 1975 ORS sent Justice a copy of the September 1974
complaint for possible inclusion in the suit against the
police and fire departments. ORS stated that it sent the
complaint as information and not as an official referral.
Through June 30, 1975, no decision had been made in the
suit against Buffalo.

Centralia, Illinois Case opened Apr. 4, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination in employment and services

The Department of Justice referred a complaint against
Centralia to ORS in April 1973. The complaint charged that
the city's fire department received revenue sharing money
but discriminated against blacks in employment and fire pro-
tection.

ORS conducted a field audit in Centralia during July
1973 and determined that (1) revenue sharing funds were
used by the fire department and (2) no blacks were employed
as firefighters. In August ORS therefore decided to in-
vestigate the Centralia case further. In May 1974, ORS
visited Centralia during a civil rights review of local
governments in southern Illinois. During this visit ORS
spoke with representatives of a local civil rights group
and met with city officials. It concluded that blacks
should be represented on the fire department based on their
percentage of the city's population.

In July 1974 ORS wrote to Centralia stating that
Centralia would be in compliance if within 30 days it
established an affirmative action plan covering the fire
department and refrained from hiring new personnel until
the plan was accepted by ORS and then implemented. The
city responded that it would follow ORS' recommendations
and begin work on an affirmative action plan.

Centralia subsequently formed an affirmative action
advisory committee which prepared an action plan with
assistance from the Justice Department's Community Rela-
tions Service and two State agencies. ORS informally
monitored the development of this plan by contacting the
Service and receiving reports from it and the city.
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In May 1975 Centralia gave ORS a copy of a February
city council resolution adopting an affirmative action
policy. ORS subsequently reviewed the resolution and
found that it did not, as requested, set goals and time-
tables for the hiring of blacks by the fire department.
There was no record that ORS notified the city of this
deficiency.

In July 1975 ORS informed Centralia that its planned
use report standard assurance statement was unacceptable
because of "the outstanding and unresolved matter" related
to the July 1974 noncompliance letter. ORS requested that
the city develop an affirmative action plan for all agen-
cies which would receive funds and submit quarterly status
reports, beginning October 1975, on progress in implement-
ing these action plans. ORS stated that compliance with
these special assurance requirements did not negate or alter
the requirements set down in the July 1974 noncompliance
letter.

Between August 1974 and January 1975 the original
complainant sent several letters to ORS and other Federal
agencies criticizing ORS for not taking administrative
action against Centralia and for distributing entitlement
payments to the city after sending a noncompliance letter.
The complainant was also dissatisfied because ORS did not
meet with him during its May 1974 civil rights review.

Champaign, Illinois Case opened July 13, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Oct. 5, 1973

in employment

ORS received a complaint in July 1973 charging that an
applicant was denied employment in the Champaign police
department because of his race. Later in July, ORS visited
Champaign for a field investigation and concluded that the
application was turned down for reasons other than race.
ORS also concluded that it had no jurisdiction in this
complaint because the city did not use, nor plan to use,
revenue sharing funds for its police department. ORS closed
the case in October 1973 after informing the complainant
of its lack of jurisdiction.

During December 1973 the Illinois Fair Employment
Practices Commission, where the complaint was also filed,
also dismissed the charge. The commission found no sub-
stantial evidence to support the allegation.

Charles County, Maryland Case opened July 29, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment
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In July 1974 ORS received a complaint alleging Charles
County would not hire qualified blacks. In response to a
15-day letter sent in October 1974, Charles County stated
it had never practiced racial discrimination in hiring.
In March 1975 ORS held a civil rights review in Charles
County. The findings of this review had not been reported

as of June 30, 1975.

Charleston, South Carolina Case opened Dec. 10, 1974
Charge--sex discrimination in

facilities

In December 1974 ORS received a complaint against
Charleston alleging sex discrimination in a project funded
by revenue sharing money. The complaint specifically charged
that the city appropriated revenue sharing money to renovate
a community center which was subsequently used as a boys'
club facility.

In response to a 15-day letter, the city denied the
allegation and said the community center was used by both
sexes for educational, cultural, and recreational programs.
The city, as requested, later sent ORS a copy of its revenue
sharing audit for the period ending December 31, 1973.

In April 1975 the complainant wrote ORS asking the
status of the Charleston case. As of June 30, 1975, the
file indicated that a civil rights review would be held
in Charleston.

Chicago, Illinois Case opened Sept. 17, 1973
Charges--racial, ethnic, and sex discrimination in employ-

ment

In response to a complaint, the Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Administration investigated the Chicago police depart-
ment in 1972 and found that "Current personnel procedures
and practices do tend to have an adverse impact on minority
group members." LEAA and Chicago were subsequently unable
to reach a voluntary agreement eliminating or modifying the
police department's allegedly discriminatory personnel prac-
tices and procedures. LEAA eventually referred the case
to the Department of Justice's Civil Rights Division. The
Justice Department, in August 1973, filed a suit (United
States v. Chicago) in the Federal district court for northern
Illinois, charging the Chicago police department with em-
ployment discrimination against blacks, Spanish-surnamed
Americans, and women in its selection, promotion, and
assignment practices.
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In September 1973 ORS received a complaint charging the
Chicago police department with racial and ethnic discrimina-
tion in employment. In both the original complaint and sub-
sequent correspondence, the complainants requested ORS to
defer all entitlement payments to Chicago pending the out-
come of an administrative hearing. ORS refused.

ORS' October to November audit and civil rights review
in Chicago determined that the city used revenue sharing
money to pay police salaries and revealed "evidence of dis-
crimination" by the police department. In late 1973 and
early 1974, ORS and the Department of Justice attempted to
negotiate a consent decree with Chicago which would ensure
full police department compliance with section 122 and
settle the issues involved in United States v. Chicago.

The complainants, in February 1974, filed a suit in
the Federal district court in Washington, D.C., to require
ORS deferral of Chicago's entitlement payments until the
police department was in compliance with section 122. In
April the court ordered ORS to notify the Governor of Illi-
nois and the Mayor of Chicago of its determination of police
department noncompliance with section 122 based on the
findings of the 1973 audit and civil rights review. The
court concluded that ORS had the authority to defer entitle-
ment payments pending the outcome of an administrative pro-
ceeding but stated a deferral would be premature at that
time due to (1) ORS' failure to notify the Illinois Governor
of Chicago's noncompliance, as required by the Revenue
Sharing Act and ORS regulations and (2) the pending United
States v. Chicago litigation.

ORS then notified the Governor of Illinois of Chicago's
noncompliance and requested that he secure voluntary com-
pliance. The Mayor of Chicago was also officially notified
of police department noncompliance. In May 1974 ORS con-
cluded that voluntary compliance in the Chicago case was no
longer possible and consequently referred the case to the
Department of Justice.

In late May the United States v. Chicago trial began
before the Illinois district court, with the Department of
Justice suit amended to include a revenue sharing count.
The Justice Department, however, did not seek preliminary
injunction relief regarding the new section 122 charge.
The Illinois district court, in November 1974, issued a
preliminary injunction restraining the city and police
department from engaging in what the court found to be
unlawful racial, ethnic, and sex discrimination in stand-
ard hiring practices for patrol officers and promotion of
sergeants.
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In December 1974 the parties involved in United States v.
Chicago reached an interim agreement to permit-Hiring of 600
patrol officers. This agreement was formalized by a court
order directing that 600 patrol officer vacancies be filled
by March 1975 according to racial, ethnic, and sex quotas.

In December 1974 the D.C. district court, responding to
the complainants' motions and to the November findings of the
Illinois district court, enjoined ORS from further entitle-
ment payments to Chicago until directed to continue them by
the D.C. district court. The court stated that Chicago's
revenue sharing funds would be deferred until (1) the city
was subject to a final order in United States v. Chicago
and had formally assured ORS of its intent to comply fully
with this court order and (2) ORS monitored Chicago's com-
pliance with the court order and informed the court of (a)
what specific measures the city had taken and would take
to assure compliance and (b) the adequacy of these measures.
The court also ordered that when deferral ended, ORS should
indefinitely monitor the Chicago Police Department to in-
sure continuing compliance with section 122. In January 1975
ORS deferred Chicago's entitlement payment of $19.2 million
for the second quarter of fiscal year 1975.

The deferral case was later transferred to the Illinois
district court and consolidated with United States v. Chicago.
The Illinois district court, in April 1975, reaffirmed the
deferral order and directed Chicago to hire 200 patrol of-
ficers to fill racial, ethnic, and sex quotas by June. The
city, in January, had unilaterally ended the December 1974
hiring agreement, citing lack of money due to the deferral
of its revenue sharing funds.

Through the entitlement period ending June 30, 1975, ORS
deferred a total of $57.6 million earmarked for Chicago. A
Department of Justice official told us that the city had
hired the 200 new patrol officers as directed in April by
the Illinois district court.

In August ORS asked Chicago to provide special assurance
that future entitlement payments, when released, would be
used in compliance with section 122. The city was specifi-
cally requested to submit an affirmative action plan for
all agencies which would receive funds for fiscal year 1976.
The city was also requested to submit quarterly status re-
ports, beginning in October 1975, on progress in implement-
ing these affirmative action plans.

Through August 19, 1975, there was no final order in
United States v. Chicago and no record of a special assur-
ance response by the city.
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Contra Costa County, California Case opened Aug. 22, 1974
Charge--racial and sex discrimination in employment and facili-

ties

ORS, in 1974 and 1975, received 10 complaints of racial
and sex discrimination in public employment and racial dis-
crimination in the location of a new county jail-courthouse
complex, which was allegedly difficult for blacks to reach
due to the lack of adequate public transportation. The new
jail-courthouse complex was being built in Martinez with
revenue sharing money.

The county denied these allegations in response to a
15-day letter sent in September 1974. In April 1975 ORS
held a civil rights review in Contra Costa. ORS sent a
60-day letter of noncompliance to Contra Costa in August,
stating that while the county's total work force reflected the
minority population, 21 of the 29 departments employed no
blacks. In seven of the remaining departments, ORS reported,
blacks were underrepresented. Overall, 90 percent of the
blacks on the county payroll worked in three departments.
ORS stated that these facts constituted a pattern of racial
segregation in employment and consequently violated section
122. ORS asked that Contra Costa (1) notify it when a
judge signed a pending consent decree already agreed upon
by the county and the California Fair Employment Practices
Commission, (2) furnish ORS a specific, countywide affirma-
tive action plan and quarterly status reports, beginning
November 1975, and (3) submit whatever information the

county deemed necessary for evaluation of the charges of
inadequate public transportation to the new jail-courthouse

complex in Martinez.

Craven County, North Carolina Case opened Apr. 24, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in Case closed May 1975

employment and facilities

In June 1973 ORS received a complaint against Craven
County. The complaint primarily concerned New Bern, North
Carolina, but it also alleged that the county sheriff's
department unlawfully discriminated by refusing to hire
qualified blacks as deputies. ORS reviewed the county's
actual and planned use reports. Since these reports showed
no revenue sharing money used for public safety, ORS con-
cluded that it had no jurisdiction in this complaint.

However, in April 1974 ORS visited North Carolina to
audit both New Bern and Craven County. The county audit
established that revenue sharing funds were used to paint

and refurbish the building which housed the jail and
sheriff's office. ORS also determined that the sheriff
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still refused to hire a qualified black deputy and that the
jail itself was segregated.

In June ORS sent a 15-day letter of noncompliance to
Craven County. The county responded in July that since the
ORS audit the jail had been integrated and that the nominee
for sheriff in the next election (the incumbent sheriff was
not running) had told county officials that he would actively
seek a minority person as jailer and actively recruit minori-
ties for deputy sheriff positions.

In October ORS made an unannounced visit to Craven
County. It found that the jail was integrated, a minority
jailer was being hired, and minority deputies were actively
being recruited. Based on these findings, the investigators
recommended that the county be found in compliance with sec-
tion 122.

In May 1975 ORS sent a closure letter to the county.
There was no record of a closure letter sent to the com-
plainant.

Crossett, Arkansas Case opened Aug. 6, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in services

In August 1974 ORS received a complaint against Crossett
alleging racial discrimination in the use of revenue sharing
money. The complaint alleged the benefits from services
funded by Crossett's revenue sharing money accrued to the
white community exclusively. The complaint specified one
four-block street development project within the black com-
munity for which the Crossett city council refused to ap-
propriate revenue sharing funds.

In October 1974 ORS sent a 15-day letter to Crossett.
The city denied discrimination in its use of revenue sharing
money and stated that meetings had been held where the public
could recommend uses for revenue sharing money. The city
also stated that the council did not appropriate revenue
sharing money for the street development project mentioned
in the complaint because of excessive cost, the small num-
ber of blacks who would benefit, and the opinion of the
council that revenue sharing money could be better used
for other purposes.

Through June 30, 1975, no further ORS action was docu-
mented. ORS indicated that a civil rights review would be
held.

Dallas, Texas Case opened June 10, 1974
Charge--racial, ethnic, and sex discrimination in employment
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In April 1973 the Department of Justice sued the Dallas

fire department for racial, ethnic, and sex discrimination
in its employment practices. In January 1974 Justice noti-

fied ORS of this action and asked for information on the

city's use of revenue sharing funds.

That April ORS visited Dallas and established that the

city used revenue sharing money for its fire department and
later informed Justice of this finding. In June Justice sent

ORS a copy of its complaint, and ORS opened a case file for

Dallas.

As of June 30, 1975, no further ORS action was recorded

and the suit was still pending.

Dane County, Wisconsin Case opened Apr. 26, 1974

Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Apr. 1, 1975

in employment

ORS received a complaint in April 1974 against Dane

County, charging racial discrimination in employment and a

lack of effective affirmative action planning. In May ORS

sent a 15-day letter to which the county responded by deny-

ing the charges and forwarding a copy of its affirmative

action plan.

In June ORS discussed the county's response in a tele-

phone conversation with the complainant. ORS said it lacked

jurisdiction to act further in the case unless the complainant

could provide more detailed instances of minority discrimi-
nation involving revenue sharing funds. The complainant said

it could not cite any particular instances of discrimination

and said its main concern had been the lack of effective af-

firmative action planning. ORS suggested that the matter

be referred to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

In February 1975 ORS received a report on personnel

management in Dane County from the U.S. Civil Service Com-

mission, which had reviewed the situation and met with the

complainant. The Commission concluded that the original

charges of discrimination made by the complainant could not

be supported and added that some problem areas which did

arise were resolved by the county's acceptance of recom-

mendations to improve its affirmative action plan.

In April ORS sent closing letters on the case to Dane

County and the complainant. Quarterly status reports,

beginning in April, were requested from the county to en-

able ORS to monitor implementation of the revised affirma-

tive action plan. Status reports were received in April

and July. When we reviewed this case in August 1975, there
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was no record of ORS review of the information submitted in
these reports.

Denver, Colorado Case opened June 6, 1974
Charge--racial, ethnic, and sex Case closed Aug. 13, 1974
discrimination in employment

In June 1974 ORS received complaints from two separate
groups, charging that the city had appropriated revenue sharing
funds to the fire department, which was under suit for racial,
ethnic, and sex discrimination in its employment practices.
At about the same time the complaints were sent, however, a
final settlement was reached in the case. In July and August
ORS contacted the two complainants and informed them that
since the discrimination issue was resolved by the courts,
no action was required by ORS.

DeSoto Parish, Louisiana Case opened July 12, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in services

In July 1974 ORS received a complaint that public hear-
ings to decide revenue sharing expenditure priorities for
the DeSoto Parish were not held. The complaint also charged
unlawful discrimination against undeveloped areas in provid-
ing municipal services. ORS officially listed this case as
involving a racial discrimination complaint.

In response to a December 15-day letter, the parish stated
that it had complied with revenue sharing report requirements
and had held public meetings. The parish did not answer the
charge of discrimination in municipal services.

ORS held a civil rights review in DeSoto Parish during
June 1975. No report on this review had been issued as of
June 30, 1975.

Dover, Delaware Case opened Oct. 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed May 24, 1974

in employment

ORS received a complaint in September 1973 that charged
racial discrimination in allocating revenue sharing funds
to a volunteer firefighting company which had no black mem-
bers during its 91-year history. ORS sent Dover a 15-day
letter in October, and the city responded by denying that
the fire company was unlawfully discriminating. It sent
ORS a part of the company's membership bylaws.

ORS reviewed the bylaws and determined that entrance
criteria such as requiring an applicant to be sponsored
by three of the all-white members of the fire company
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discriminated against blacks. In November 1973 ORS sent a 60-
day letter of noncompliance to Dover. Through correspondence
and an ORS field visit in November, proposed bylaw changes
were formulated to eliminate the discriminatory entrance re-
quirements. In April and May 1974 ORS was notified that the
bylaw changes had been adopted and a black had been accepted
as a member of the fire company. It closed the case.

While this first complaint was being resolved, ORS re-
ceived another complaint against Dover and the same fire com-
pany in March 1974. This complaint charged that a black
had been denied membership in the company because of his
race. During a second visit to the city in April 1974, ORS
investigated this charge and determined that the person was
denied membership for nonracial reasons. The second com-
plaint was considered to be closed, along with the first com-
plaint, in May.

Dubuque County, Iowa Case opened July 9, 1974
Charge--racial and sex Case closed July 30, 1974
discrimination in employment

ORS received a complaint in July 1974 charging Dubuque
County with racial and sex discrimination in employment. Also
in July"the complainant sent another letter to ORS asking that
the complaint be withdrawn because the county had satisfac-
torily resolved his charges. ORS officially closed the case
effective the date of the complainant's second letter.

Fort Myers, Florida Case opened-Nov. 19, 1974
Charge--racial and sex discrimination in employment and

services

Between November 1974 and February 1975 ORS received
eight similar or identical complaints against Fort Myers
alleging racial and sex discrimination in employment and
services funded by revenue sharing money. In January 1975
ORS sent a 15-day letter, to which no reply is on record.
In February ORS held a civil rights review in Fort Meyers.
Through August 14, however, the findings of this review
had not been reported.

Fort Pierce, Florida Case opened May 9, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment and services

In May 1974 ORS received a complaint that Fort Pierce
was discriminating on the basis of race in its use of reve-
nue sharing money. The complaint specifically charged the
city with using revenue sharing money to pave dirt streets
in white neighborhoods but not in black neighborhoods. Re-
sponding to a 15-day letter sent in May, the city denied
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any discrimination in its overall plan to pave 54 miles of

dirt streets.

An ORS official said a September 1974 audit and civil

rights review in Fort Pierce found racial discrimination in

both public employment and paving services. The ORS official

also indicated that immediately afterward the city changed

its paving priorities and formed a biracial committee to

deal with discrimination in employment. Because the official

did not subsequently hear from the complainant, he believed

that the complainant was satisfied with the change in paving

priorities. The official acknowledged that a noncompliance

letter on employment discrimination could have been sent,

but it was decided instead to await action by the biracial

committee.

ORS indicated that another review would be held in Fort

Pierce to check on the current status of street paving and

public employment. As of August 18, 1975, there was no rec-

ord of further ORS action in this case.

Gibsland, Louisiana Case opened June 27, 1974

Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Aug. 30, 1974

In June 1974 the Department of Justice referred to ORS

a complaint which charged that five outgoing town council-

men intended to use the balance of Gibsland's revenue shar-

ing money to buy a new fire engine to put five newly elected

black councilmen in an unfavorable political position. An

outgoing councilman denied the charge in a letter also re-

ferred to ORS by the Department of Justice.

In August ORS contacted this councilman by telephone.

He advised ORS that the fire truck was never purchased and

the revenue sharing money was turned over to the new coun-

cil. Based on this information, ORS closed the case and

informed Justice of the information obtained. There was

no record that ORS contacted the complainant.

Grand Rapids, Michigan Case opened Aug. 3, 1974

Charge--racial and sex Case closed Mar. 14, 1975

discrimination in employment

ORS received a letter in August 1974 asking if women

must be included in an affirmative action plan to receive

revenue sharing funds. In October ORS discussed the mat-

ter with the complainant by telephone. It was decided at

that time to consider the original letter as a complaint

of racial and sex discrimination in employment in Grand

Rapids.
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In February 1975 ORS wrote the complainant, providing
some general revenue sharing information and stating that
the August 1974 letter would be referred to the Department
of Justice for further action. The file did not indicate
why ORS decided to refer the matter to Justice instead of
investigating the case itself. The complainant asked ORS
that any investigation be postponed. The complainant said
that it had been in contact with the city regarding the
employment of women and saw no need for an investigation
at this time. ORS wrote the complainant in March 1975
that the case was closed. No referral letter to Justice
was filed.

Hammond, Indiana Case opened Apr. 26, 1974
Charges--racial, ethnic, and sex discrimination in employment

and facilities

ORS received a complaint in April 1974 charging that
Hammond was using revenue sharing for recreation facilities
located so as not to benefit the city's black community.
In May ORS contacted the complainant by telephone for more
information regarding the complaint. During August ORS
sent a 15-day letter to the city, which responded in Septem-
ber.

In November ORS performed a field audit. In the audit
report issued in January 1975, ORS reported that no finan-
cial violations were found. However, ORS stated that vio-
lations regarding revenue sharing might exist in the location
of recreation facilities as mentioned in the complaint. Pos-
sible ethnic and sex discrimination in city employment, in-
cluding the police department, was also cited.

ORS performed a civil rights review in Hammond in June
1975. No results had been reported as of August 21, 1975.

Haralson County, Georgia Case opened Jan. 14, 1974
Charges--racial discrimination in employment and services

In January and March 1974 ORS received two complaints
against Haralson County charging discrimination against
black-populated areas in road improvements. In response
to a September 15-day letter, Haralson stated that no
revenue sharing funds were used on road improvements and
that roads in black areas had been improved. The county
also denied that any racial discrimination existed. It
specifically cited a Greenwood Street improvement project
which was underway in a black area.

ORS contacted the complainant to get his opinion of
the county's response. The complainant said he was not
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satisfied and added an additional charge of employment dis-

crimination against blacks.

In October ORS conducted a compliance audit in Haralson.

The audit disclosed that revenue sharing funds were not used

for road improvements, but were used for the purchase of road

department equipment. ORS consequently toured several road

improvement projects. The Greenwood Street project was de-

layed due to right-of-way problems. ORS found the county

had a 4-percent minority work force and an 8.4-percent minority

population. The audit report stated that the civil rights

branch would continue to review the matter and would report

later.

In December the county sent ORS a copy of a work order

for paving Greenwood Street. This project was expected to

commence in the Spring of 1975.

During June 1975 ORS held a civil rights review in

Haralson. As of August 26, 1975, no report on this review

had been issued.

Harris County, Texas Case opened June 12, 1974

Charge--ethnic and sex discrimination in employment

In June 1974 the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare referred a complaint against Harris County to ORS.

The complaint charged the county with unlawful employment

discrimination against women as a class and an individual

because of her sex and national origin. In July and Novem-

ber 1974 ORS asked the complainant for more information.

After receiving this information, ORS in December sent a

15-day letter to the county, which did not reply. A second

letter was sent to the county in January 1975, again un-

answered.

ORS visited Harris County during March. The April trip

report on this visit concluded that "severe problems exist

in employment of minorities and females in the county

government" and recommended an ORS civil rights field

review.

ORS June 30, 1975, compliance control report indicated

that a civil rights review would be held in Harris County

but did not say when.
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Henderson, Texas Case opened June 17, 1973
Charge--racial and ethnic Case closed June 1974
discrimination in facilities

ORS received a complaint in June 1973 charging that blacks
and Spanish-speaking persons could not use a Henderson swim-
ming pool. The complainant sent affidavits and asked that the
matter be investigated.

In July ORS published a compliance audit report covering
its investigation in Henderson and noting that revenue sharing
money was used in Henderson's recreation budget and that the
city leased the operation and management of the pool to a pri-
vate individual. That same month a letter was sent from the
mayor to the pool manager directing him to refrain from dis-
criminating against persons wishing to use the pool. ORS
told the complainant (who did not live in Henderson) that
it planned to visit the pool in the summer of 1974 to see if
the discrimination had ceased. Through June 30, 1975, there
was no record that this onsite monitoring occurred.

In May ORS performed another compliance audit in Hender-
son. The audit report, issued in July, made no mention of the
civil rights complaint regarding the operation of the pool. The
audit report cited a budgetary violation of ORS regulations,
and a 60-day letter of noncompliance was sent to the city
regarding this matter. The city sent ORS a listing of the
required budget items in August.

In October ORS sent a letter to Henderson requesting a
copy of the pool lease which was in effect for the summer of
1974. The city responded with a copy of the lease, signed
in March, and copy of a May letter from the mayor to the pool
manager instructing him to refrain from discrimination. ORS
listed the case as closed in June 1974.

Joliet, Illinois Case opened July 31, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment

In July 1974 ORS received a complaint alleging racial
discrimination in the employment practices of the police
and fire departments, which were partly funded by revenue
sharing money. In a September 1974 response to a 15-day
letter, Joliet provided a summary of its recent efforts to
increase minority employment.

ORS held a civil rights review in Joliet during June
1975. No findings had been reported as of June 30, 1975.
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Joliet Township, Illinois Case opened July 31, 1974

Charge--racial discrimination in employment

ORS received the complaint in July 1974. In a September

1974 response to a 15-day letter, Joliet Township reported that

it did not presently employ blacks or other minority group

members. This situation was reportedly due, not to discrimi-

natory hiring practices, but to "temporarily" unsuccessful

recruitment, wage competition from private industry, and

a delay in hiring until larger offices were occupied.

ORS conducted a civil rights review in Joliet Township

during June 1975 and had not reported on its findings as

of June 30.

Kanawha County, West Virginia Case opened Mar. 26, 1974

Charge--geographical discrim- Case closed May 10, 1974

ination in services and facilities

ORS received a complaint against Kanawha County in

March 1974 charging that the county spent more of its revenue

sharing funds in some geographic areas than in others.

In May 1974 ORS phoned the complainant to say it had no

jurisdiction in a matter of geographic discrimination and

would close the case unless the complainant could provide

a more specific allegation over which ORS had jurisdiction.

No further response from the complainant was filed.

Kansas
Charge--racial and ethnic Case opened Nov. 11, 1974

discrimination in contract awards

ORS received a complaint in November 1974 against the

State of Kansas charging that a general contractor did not

notify minority contractors of subcontract bidding on a

construction project. The complaint also alleged a lack

of effective affirmative action plans by contractors re-

ceiving State funds.

In November 1974 ORS conducted a civil rights review in

the State capital, where the complaint originated. Through

August 21, 1975, no report on this review had been issued.

In July 1975 the complainant charged the State highway

commission with racial and ethnic discrimination. Construction

and service contracts amounting to several million dollars

were let by the State highway commission in April 1975,

allegedly without minority contractors receiving any part

of these contracts. The complaint also alleged that minority

contractors were not invited to submit bids to the general

or prime contractors.
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Kenbridge, Virginia Case opened Oct. 22, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment and services

In October 1974 ORS received a complaint charging Ken-
bridge with unlawful discrimination against blacks in employ-
ment and services. The town denied the charge of service
discrimination in a response to a November 15-day letter.
The ORS letter did not mention the charge of employment
discrimination.

During June 1975 ORS conducted a civil rights review
in Kenbridge. No report had been issued as of June 30, 1975.

Key West, Florida Case opened Oct. 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Apr. 16, 1974

in employment

In October 1973 an accountant complained to Treasury
of racial discrimination in employment practices. In
January 1974 ORS acknowledged the complaint and said the
case was being reviewed. In April 1974, ORS closed the case
by referring it to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
ORS told the complainant that it had no jurisdiction because
she did not allege discrimination in a program or activity
in which revenue sharing funds had been expended.

King County, Washington Case opened Nov. 4, 1974
Charge--sex discrimination in employment

In November 1974 ORS received a complaint that the King
County Department of Public Safety, a recipient of revenue
sharing money, practiced sex discrimination in its promotional
and educational advancement policies. The county denied
the allegation in response to a November 15-day letter.

Through June 30, 1975, no further ORS action was
documented. ORS said a civil rights review would be held.

Knoxville, Tennessee Case opened Apr. 5, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment

In April 1974 ORS received a complaint charging
Knoxville with spending revenue sharing money in several
municipal agencies, including the fire department, which
practiced unlawful discrimination in employment.

ORS sent a 15-day letter to Knoxville in September
1974. It had not received a response and, according to its
files, had not taken any further action on this complaint
through June 30, 1975.
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Lake County, Indiana Case opened Dec. 18, 1973

Charge--racial and ethnic discrimination in employment

and facilities

In December 1973 ORS received a complaint of racial and

ethnic discrimination by Lake County in a construction pro-
ject partially funded by revenue sharing money. The complain-

ant charged that no minority contractors and few minority

employees worked on the new county government center. It

was also charged that the center lacked adequate facilities

for the county coroner--the county's only black executive.

The county denied these allegations in response to a

15-day letter sent in February 1974. After a compliance

audit in February and a civil rights investigation in

October and December, ORS found Lake County in violation
of section 122 because of (1) facilities for the coroner,

(2) the number of minority contractors and employees who

worked on the center project and would work on a juvenile

detention center project, and (3) the number of minority

employees currently employed at the now completed government

center. ORS gave Lake County 69 days to substantially

comply.

In January and February 1975, Lake County and ORS

exchanged letters. The county indicated its intention to

comply fully with ORS requirements. It had given the coroner

office space in the government center, had informed con-

tractors for the new juvenile detention center of require-

ments regarding minority contractors and employees, and

had asked for help in formalizing a countywide affirmative

action plan. ORS indicated that implementing new bidding

procedures and affirmative action plans approved by ORS

and a "continuous good faith effort" would bring Lake County

into compliance.

In June ORS held a followup compliance review in Lake

County, meeting with the complainants and county officials.

Information gathered during the review showed that the county

was having trouble developing an affirmative action plan

with specific goals and timetables.

ORS, in early July, notified the county that its planned

use report compliance assurance statement for entitlement

period 6 was unacceptable because of the still-uncorrected

section 122 violations cited in the December 1974 noncom-

pliance letter. ORS asked Lake County to develop affirma-

tive action plans for each minority-underrepresented
department which would receive funds. Quarterly status

reports, beginning in October 1975, were also required.
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Further, the county was asked to insure that all contractors
paid with revenue sharing money were equal opportunity em-
ployers and that minority contractors were not excluded
from bidding on contracts. ORS indicated that these measures
would not answer the requirements stated in its noncompliance
letter.

Lake County later told ORS that all its entitlement
payments would be used to add a floor to the new county
court building. Bid solicitations for this project would
be advertised in two minority newspapers and all contractors
would be required to submit affirmative action plans,
including goals and timetables. The contractors would
also be required to submit weekly manpower reports to the
county showing numbers of employees by job category and
race. This information would be forwarded in quarterly
reports.

In late July 1975 ORS granted Lake County, Indiana,
an indefinite extension to amend its past discrimination
in minority employment. ORS also requested quarterly
status reports, beginning October 1975, on the implementation
of affirmative action plans for county agencies either
using the government center or receiving revenue sharing
money.

Lake County, Ohio Case opened Mar. 19, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment and services

In March 1974 ORS received a complaint charging Lake
County, Ohio, with unlawful racial discrimination in its
use of revenue sharing money. The county allegedly failed
to appoint minority citizens to county boards that were
allocated revenue sharing money and excluded minority
nonprofit corporations which served the poor from revenue
sharing funding. In July the complainant wrote that a
complaint had also been filed, under title VI of the Civil
Rights Acts of 1964, with Justice's Community Relations
Service, which had then visited the county.

ORS sent a 15-day letter in November, citing the
allegations of discrimination. The county denied discrim-
ination in its use of revenue sharing funds and cited
examples of minority involvement in revenue-sharing-funded
activities.

In March and April of 1975, the complainant wrote ORS
expressing dissatisfaction with the processing of the case
and charging Lake County with employment discrimination.
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The county allegedly lacked an affirmative action plan and

awarded contracts to persons who practiced racial discrim-

ination in employment.

Through June 30, 1975, there was no file record of

further ORS action in this case. ORS indicated that a

civil rights review would be held.

Lake Village, Arkansas Case opened May 10, 1974

Charge--racial discrimination in employment and facilities

In May 1974 ORS received a complaint charging that

Lake Village used revenue sharing money for projects which

the local black community considered low priority. A

March 1975 complaint and a supporting letter to the complaint

also alleged that blacks were unable to obtain village

jobs or an equitable share of benefits from projects. No

direct link, however, was established between revenue

sharing money and alleged hiring discrimination or the

location of facilities.

ORS, in June of 1975, sent a 15-day letter to Lake

Village, which denied the allegations. ORS had indicated

that a civil rights review would be held.

Letcher County, Kentucky Case opened Sept. 23, 1974

(ORS lists this case as Whites- Case closed Nov. 18, 1974

burg, the county seat for Letcher)
Charge--discrimination against an

ex-convict in employment

In September 1974 the Department of Justice referred to

ORS a complaint which charged that Letcher County unlawfully

discriminated by denying a police position because the

applicant was an ex-convict.

ORS concluded that it lacked jurisdiction in a dis-

crimination complaint of this type and subsequently referred

the matter to the U.S. Civil Rights Commission in November.

ORS officially closed the case at that time. In March

1975 ORS informed the complainant that his complaint had

been referred to the Civil Rights Commission.

Logan, Utah Case opened Oct. 12, 1973

Charge--sex discrimination Case closed July 16, 1975

in employment

ORS received a complaint against Logan in October 1973

alleging unlawful sex discrimination in employment funded

by revenue sharing. The specific allegation was that a city

employee was denied the job of assistant librarian. ORS,
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in July of 1974, sent a letter to Logan asking for more
information on this allegation. The city responded later
in July that a male applicant was hired as librarian
because he had better education and work experience than
the female applicant. The city also noted that the male
librarian had recently resigned and a female librarian
was hired as his successor.

In July 1975 ORS notified Logan that it considered the
original complaint without merit and was consequently closing
the case.

Lorain, Ohio Case opened May 17, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed March 20, 1975

in employment and services

In May 1974 ORS received a complaint alleging that Lorain
discriminated against its "Cityview" section, a predominantly
black area, in certain municipal services and public employ-
ment funded by revenue sharing money. The Community Relations
Service of the Department of Justice referred the same com-
plaint to ORS in August. The city officially denied the
allegation in response to a September 15-day letter.

Between October 1974 and April 1975 the city and the
Service negotiated an affirmative action agreement
for specific hiring goals and certain services to Cityview
residents. ORS intervened in these negotiations in November
to inform the city that if no agreement were reached with
the Service, ORS would take further action.

ORS closed the Lorain case in May 1975 when the affirm-
ative action agreement was approved by the Lorain city
council. Quarterly reports were required, beginning in
July 1975, on progress in implementing the agreement. The
complainant was notified of the case disposition.

In July 1975 ORS received the first quarterly status
report, indicating that one deadline for paving streets
and sidewalks in Cityview was missed and that other deadlines
for employment and facilities were still pending. There
was no file record of an ORS review of this report.

Los Angeles, California Case opened May 1973
Charge--racial and ethnic Case closed July 2, 1974
discrimination in employment

During a compliance visit in Los Angeles during May
1973, ORS learned that the Department of Justice had filed
suit in 1972 against the city for racial and ethnic
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discrimination involving fire department employment. ORS
determined that Los Angeles spent revenue sharing funds
for its fire department.

In June 1974 the city and Justice informed ORS that a
draft consent decree had been negotiated which called for
accelerated hiring of minorities by the fire department.
Los Angeles sent ORS a copy of the proposed consent decree
for analysis. ORS responded in July 1974 that if the city
complied with the decree, it would be considered in compliance
with section 122 and ORS would take no further action.
Later that same month, the city sent ORS a copy of the signed
consent decree. In March 1975 ORS informed Los Angeles
that the case was officially closed in July 1974.

Los Angeles County, California Case opened Feb. 27, 1973
Charge--sex discrimination in Case closed Aug. 21, 1973

employment

The Office of the Secretary of the Treasury forwarded
a complaint against Los Angeles County to ORS in February
1973. In April 1973 the complainant sent more information
directly to ORS, charging that the county's health department
had discriminated in employment against a person because
of her sex. The complainant had brought the matter to the
attention of county officials in August 1972 and had also
written the county civil service commission and the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare about the case
before sending her letter to the Treasury Department in
February 1973. The earlier letters also indicated possible
discrimination against minority groups.

ORS told the complainant in July 1973 that it lacked
jurisdiction because the complaint was based on actions
which occurred before the Revenue Sharing Act was passed
in October 1972. ORS suggested the complainant contact
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

The complainant wrote back to ORS that the results of
past discrimination were still in effect. ORS closed
the case in August 1973 with another letter to the complainant
which reiterated its lack of jurisdiction because (1) the
events in question preceded passage of the act and (2) the
complainant had never specifically connected revenue
sharing funds with the alleged discrimination.
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Maryland Case Opened Nov. 20, 1973
Charge--racial, ethnic, and sex Case closed Jan. 7, 1974
discrimination in employment

ORS opened this case because of a newspaper article
published in November 1973, which stated that Maryland
and the Department of Justice were attempting to negotiate
an agreement on alleged racial and sex discrimination in
employment by the State police department. The newspaper
article said Justice was prepared to file suit if an agree-
ment could not be reached.

In early January Justice notified ORS of its pending
investigation in Maryland. A newspaper article of a few
days later said that Justice had filed suit, but that
within a matter of days the State had agree to a consent
decree calling for more blacks on the State police force
and an affirmative action plan to recruit more women.

In February 1974 ORS contacted the reporter who wrote
the November 1973 article. The reporter told ORS that the
police department was recruiting minorities.

ORS closed the case effective January 7, 1974, which,
according to the news article, was the date the consent decree
was signed.

Memphis, Tennessee Case opened May 16, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment

A record of a May 1974 telephone conversation between
ORS and the Department of Justice indicated that in April
Justice sued Memphis for racial discrimination in use of
revenue sharing money. Justice stated it would provide
ORS with the relevant documents. There was no record of
receiving these documents.

The suit against Memphis specifically charged discrimina-
tory hiring and promotion practices by city departments and
a city-owned utility. Revenue sharing funds were used by
the city departments. A November 1974 consent decree
settled the issues involving the city departments, but
those concerning the utility were not settled as of June 30,
1975.

There was no record of ORS action other than the May
1974 telephone conversation.
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Miami, Florida Case opened July 23, 1974

Charge--racial, ethnic, and sex

discrimination in employment

In July 1974 an ORS followup audit to a 1973 compliance
visit found that Miami's city work force, partially paid

by revenue sharing money, reflected apparent discrimination

in the hiring of Spanish-speaking persons. In 1970, 45

percent of the city's population was Spanish speaking,

but only 5.3 percent of the city's employees.

During October 1974 the Department of Justice was also

investigating possible hiring discrimination in both Dade

County and Miami. ORS initially postponed its 15-day letter

to Miami until Justice had concluded its own investigation.

When the investigation was delayed, ORS hand delivered a

15-day letter to Miami during a February 1975 meeting with

city officials concerning alleged discrimination in employ-

ment. The city formally responded to the 15-day letter

in March and again in July, citing a series of actions

undertaken to increase the number of minorities (including

Spanish speakers) on its payroll and to increase the amount

of minority participation in local government. The city also

stated that until 1972 all government jobs had been re-

stricted to U.S. citizens. State law required that only

U.S. citizens could be police officers and firefighters in

Miami.

ORS subsequently determined that Miami was violating
section 122 and in July 1975 sent a 60-day letter of non-
compliance. The letter stated that Spanish speakers were
disproportionately excluded from all city jobs, blacks
were assigned to lower paying service and maintenance
positions, and women were assigned to clerical and other
traditionally female job classifications. To comply with
section 122, Miami was requested to develop and implement
an affirmative action plan for approval by ORS. The city
was also requested to submit quarterly status reports on
efforts to remedy its employment situation.

In the noncompliance letter ORS indicated awareness
of the Justice Department investigation into Miami's
employment practices. According to ORS, Justice intended
to correct city employment problems with a consent decree
and Miami's voluntary settlement with the Department would
probably bring the city into compliance with section 122.

No formal response by Miami to the noncompliance letter
had been filed as of August 28, 1975.
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Michigan Case opened Sept. 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in services and facilities

by a secondary recipient of revenue sharing money

In September 1970 a Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare hearing examiner found the Ferndale, Michigan,
school district in violation of title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and ordered it to desegregate the all-black
U.S. Grant Elementary School or face the loss of Federal
school assistance. This decision was subsequently upheld
by an HEW reviewing authority and the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit. The U.S. Supreme Court, in October
1973, denied a writ of certiorari to review the case.
Ferndale still refused to desegregate the Grant school
despite the fact that HEW, in May 1972, had officially
cut off Federal school assistance to the district.

During September 1974 newspaper articles in Michigan
cited possibly illegal State government payments of revenue
sharing money to the Ferndale school district. ORS visited
Michigan in September and found it had appropriated all of
its approximately $200 million in revenue sharing entitle-
ments through July to a school aid fund. This money was
then further appropriated to the pension accumulation fund
for the Michigan Public School Employees' Retirement System.

ORS subsequently concluded that this appropriation
of revenue sharing money to the retirement system violated
section 122, since revenue sharing money was benefiting
the Ferndale school district which had been found to have
racially discriminatory policies. In November 1974 ORS
sent a 60-day letter of noncompliance to the Governor of
Michigan.

Several exchanges of letters occurred between ORS and
the Governor during the next 2 months. The State's principal
argument was that the retirement system did not directly
benefit the school district and, therefore, section 122
was not violated. When the 60-day deadline expired in
February 1975, ORS referred the case to the Attorney General
with a request for an appropriate civil action against
Michigan.

Meanwhile, the Department of Justice had informed
Ferndale that unless it implemented a satisfactory desegre-
gation plan for the Grant school, the Attorney General
would seek appropriate relief under the provisions of title
II of the 1974 Educational Amendments. In February 1975
Justice told Ferndale that its latest plan for voluntary
desegregation was unsatisfactory.
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The Attorney General, in May 1975, filed a suit in the

U.S. district court in Detroit against the Ferndale school

district and the State of Michigan, charging violations of

Federal law and the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Consti-

tution. The suit asked the district court to require Ferndale

school officials to plan the desegregation of the city's

elementary schools for the 1975-76 school year. The suit

also asked the court to prohibit Michigan from permitting

racial discrimination in any program funded with revenue

sharing money.

ORS in August informed the Governor that the State's

planned use report standard assurance statement for fiscal

year 1976 funds was unacceptable because of the unresolved

violation cited by the November 1974 noncompliance letter.

The State was asked to provide a "special or augmented"

assurance that its funds would not benefit a discriminatory

program of a secondary recipient. In addition, if the State

planned to continue to appropriate revenue sharing money

to its Public School Employees Retirement System, it must
provide evidence that the Ferndale school district would not
benefit from such an appropriation.

In October after an exchange of correspondence, the State
and ORS agreed that if a final decision had not been
reached in the Justice Department suit by July 1976, ORS
would defer part of Michigan's final quarterly payment for
fiscal year 1976. However, the State disputed the legal

authority of the ORS special assurance program. ORS, in

early October, sent Michigan its first quarterly payment

for fiscal year 1976.

Mobile, Alabama Case opened June 1973

Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Sept. 1974

in services and facilities

In June 1973 ORS received a complaint that Mobile

had discriminated against blacks in using revenue sharing

funds for recreation facilities and street improvement

and drainage services.

During August ORS performed a field investigation in

Mobile and met with city officials and the complainant.

From the information gathered and other data forwarded by

the city, an ORS memorandum concluded that the charges of

discrimination were unsupportable. Nonetheless, according

to the same memorandum, "there was clear evidence that re-

surfacing projects were not performed on an equable basis

among the neighborhoods." After analyzing Mobile's future
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street improvement and recreation plans, ORS felt that
the city would be in compliance with section 122 if it
carried out these plans within their intended time frames.

ORS and the complainant discussed the status of the case
in December 1973. The complainant said it was not informed
by the city of future plans for streets and recreation.
In January 1974 ORS wrote that it would consider Mobile to
be in compliance with section 122 if the city would assure
that certain street and recreation projects to be funded
by revenue sharing money were under contract. ORS also asked
the city to discuss plans for these projects with the com-
plainant. Mobile later forwarded to ORS assurance that
the projects were under contract. In March ORS closed the
case and notified the city and the complainant.

However, in July ORS received a letter from the com-
plainant's New York organization asking for another investiga-
tion and charging that Mobile was not adhering to its earlier
plans and would not fully discuss its future intentions
with the complainant. ORS performed a compliance audit
of Mobile in August and closed the case again. ORS found
no section 122 violations and repeated that the city would
be in compliance if it accomplished its future street and
recreation plan within the specified time frames. ORS also
requested periodic status reports on certain street and
recreation construction projects, although the exact content
and timing of such reports were not stated. One status
report was received by ORS in January 1975. Through June 30,
1975, there was no file record of an ORS review of this
report.

Monroe, Louisiana Case opened June 14, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment

In June 1974 ORS visited Monroe in conjunction with
its field investigation of Ouachita Parish, in which Monroe
is located. The city was not fully audited, but ORS ob-
tained information regarding possible violations of section
122. It found, for example, that the city's fire department
employed no blacks.

ORS received a complaint in March 1975 against Monroe's
fire department, citing the absense of blacks and noting
that the city had allocated revenue sharing funds to the
"public safety" category. ORS acknowledged receipt of this
complaint in April.

During June 1975, ORS held a civil rights review in
Monroe. As of June 30 no findings were recorded.
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Montclair, New Jersey Case opened July 16, 1974

Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Nov. 12, 1974

in employment

A complaint received in July 1974 charged that Montclair

had violated section 122 by allocating revenue sharing

funds to its police and fire departments, which had been

found to be racially discriminating in their employment

practices. This conclusion was reached in June 1974 by the

Civil Rights Division of the New Jersey Department of Law

and Public Safety. Included with the finding was an 18-

point order stipulating required actions by Montclair to

overcome the effects of past discrimination and eliminate

future discrimination.

In August ORS sent a 60-day letter of noncompliance,

recommending that Montclair comply with the State order.

In October ORS visited Montclair to discuss its response to

the 60-day letter. The town had promised certain actions-

pursuant to the order to eliminate future discrimination.

However, Montclair had previously notified ORS that it

would not abide by the minority hiring quota which was

devised to overcome the effects of past discrimination.

The town intended to appeal this portion of the order to

the New Jersey State court system.

ORS, after consulting with the Department of Justice,

decided that the town's assurances and actions to eliminate

future employment discrimination constituted compliance with

section 122 without fulfilling the minority hiring quota.

Closing letters for the case were sent to the town and the

counsel for the complainants in November 1974. ORS requested

quarterly reports, beginning in January 1975, on "progress

toward elimination of the vestiges of discriminatory em-

ployment practices." However, as of June 30, 1975, no status

reports from Montclair had been filed.

In May 1975 the New Jersey Superior Court, Appellate

Division, overturned the minority hiring quota. Counsel for

the complainants told us in June that this decision was appealed

to the New Jersey Supreme Court. Counsel for the complainants,

in an earlier letter to ORS, had criticized it for not re-

quiring a formal, written agreement in which Montclair

enumerated "each and every" condition of the settlement,

including reporting requirements. The counsel also main-

tained that ORS did not require the town to expressly agree

to comply with various parts of the 18-point State order.
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Muskingum County, Ohio Case opened July 1, 1974
Charge--racial and ethnic discrimination in employment

ORS received a complaint in July 1974 that Muskingum
County was using revenue sharing funds for a jail construc-
tion project which employed no minority workers. ORS acknow-
ledged the complaint in February 1975 and also wrote to
Muskingum County. The letter was similar to a 15-day letter,
but did not request a reply from the county in 15 days. Musk-
ingum never responded to the allegation.

Through June 30, 1975, no further ORS action in this case
was documented in the file. ORS said a civil rights review
would be held.

New Bern, North Carolina Case opened June 12, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination in Case closed May 20, 1975

employment, services, and facilities

In June 1973 ORS received a complaint concerning New
Bern's plans to use revenue sharing funds to build two recrea-
tion centers, one in a black area and the other in a white
area. Both centers were to receive an equal amount of funds.
The complainant charged, however, that the city intended to
build the center in the white area first. He felt blacks
would be discriminated against because inflation would cut
into the costs of constructing and equipping the facility,
making the second center inferior to the first. In addition,
the complaint charged that parks and recreation facilities
which were not related to poor areas had been improved. The
complainant also cited the absence of blacks in the fire
department. Several other allegations were included in this
complaint or arose during the processing of this case and
are listed at the end of this summary.

In July 1973 ORS sent a 15-day letter mentioning only
the proposed construction of the new recreation facilities.
The city responded that no revenue sharing money had been
expended on recreation and that recreation facilities were
integrated. It added that definite plans for building the
new recreation centers had not been made. During the end
of July an ORS auditor visited the city and verified that
no revenue sharing funds had been spent. Thus, in Septem-
ber ORS informed New Bern and the complainant that there
were no section 122 violations.

In April 1974 ORS visited New Bern for a followup civil
rights review. It met with the complainant and city offi-
cials and, in addition to reviewing city records, visited
several of the city parks.
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The report on this review confirmed the absence of blacks

in the New Bern fire department and stated that the Department

of Justice would examine police employment. After inspecting

all of the parks and recreation centers in the city, ORS re-

ported that many areas were not equal in facilities, equipment,

maintenance, or general appearance, but noted that the facili-

ties and equipment were available to anyone.

Based on this review, ORS wrote New Bern in June 1974,

identifying deficiencies. ORS said that if New Bern provided

certain commitments within 30 days, it would be in compliance

with section 122. Among these was a commitment that two iden-

tical recreation facilities be constructed simultaneously,

one in the black area and one in the white area. ORS also

asked for a commitment that the fire department hire a minor-

ity group member and provide an affirmative action plan to

hire others. ORS further requested that the city commit it-

self to clean up and maintain the area around a park in the

black area of the city.

In July 1974 New Bern informed ORS that the bids for

simultaneous construction of the recreation centers were

too high and had to be renegotiated. In September the city

said the agreements had been signed and added that one black

was now employed by the fire department and other applicants

were being actively sought.

In October ORS visited New Bern again. It subsequently

reported that the city had complied with all of its requests

except the one for park maintenance. The city made a com-

mitment that maintenance would be performed when the recrea-

tion center being constructed at that park was completed.

The complainant, who had written ORS several times since

the case was opened, wrote again in November. He charged

that the two recreation centers could not be finished to-

gether since actual construction had started on the one in

the white area whereas the soil was still being tested for

the one in the black area. He also charged that job open-

ings for the fire department were not advertised and minority

groups were not informed of such openings. The complainant

also alleged that black neighborhoods had too few fire alarm

boxes.

The case file contained no evidence of additional ac-

tion by ORS for the next 6 months. In May 1975 ORS closed

the case with letters to the city and complainant. ORS

stated that New Bern would be in compliance with section

122 as long as it fulfilled its commitments expeditiously.
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In July ORS informed New Bern that the standard assur-
ance contained in the city's planned use report for fiscal
year 1976 was unacceptable because of "outstanding and un-
resolved" matters related to the deficiencies cited in the
June 1974 letter. The city was asked to develop affirma-
tive action plans for all agencies which would receive
revenue sharing funds. The city was also asked to report
quarterly beginning October 1975 on progress in implement-
ing these affirmative action plans.

New Bern's mayor responded in July stating that he
was "bewildered and confused" over the apparent contradic-
tion between ORS' closing letter of May and its special
assurance letter of July. He asked ORS to review its files.
ORS subsequently accepted a general assurance of compliance
offered by New Bern and eliminated the reporting require-
ment.

As mentioned previously, several allegations other than
those regarding recreation and fire department employment
arose during processing of the New Bern case. Following
is a list of those allegations and ORS actions.

-- Discrimination in voting ward redistricting. ORS re-
ferred this charge to the Department of Justice which
later reported that no voting rights violation had
occurred.

-- Discrimination in the use of Federal housing funds.
ORS referred this charge to the Justice Department.

-- Discrimination in labor pay scales. ORS received
this allegation in June 1973 and referred it to the
Department of Labor in June 1974.

-- Employment discrimination in the county sheriff's
department. ORS processed this complaint as a
separate case involving Craven County, North Carolina.
(See p. 53.)

-- Employment discrimination in the city police depart-
ment. ORS reported that the Justice Department took
over this matter.

--The absence of blacks in the Babe Ruth Baseball Lea-
gue which used city property. No action documented.

-- Discrimination in the location of fire alarm boxes.
No action documented.
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-- Discrimination in participation on city boards and

commissions. No action documented.

-- Discrimination regarding which residential areas of

New Bern had adequate street drainage facilities.
No action documented.

In October 1975 the complainant said no Federal agency had

contacted him regarding any of these allegations.

New Jersey Case opened Dec. 19, 1974

Charge--racial and ethnic discrimination in employment

In December 1974 ORS received two complaints that the New

Jersey police department, which used revenue sharing money,

did not employ a representative number of blacks and other

minorities.

ORS sent a 15-day letter to the Governor in February

1975. Two weeks later a Deputy Attorney General for the

State replied that he was compiling information requested

in the letter. He asked for an informal conference with

ORS when he finished reviewing the data.

Through June 30, 1975, there was no file record of

further action in this case.

New Mexico Case opened May 23, 1974

Charge--sex discrimination in employment

In May 1974 ORS received a complaint that New Mexico

police practiced sex discrimination in employment. The

allegation was based on a statement by the State police

chief who reportedly said that he would not consider a woman

for an upcoming opening in a staff attorney position because

"a man can just get around more freely." Through June 30,

1975, the case file contained no evidence of action.

Nogales, Arizona Case opened Jan. 1974

Charges--misuse of Office of Case closed June 1974

Economic Opportunity funds;
religious discrimination

ORS received a complaint in January 1974 charging that

Office of Economic Opportunity funds had been misused in

Nogales so that no benefits were received- by the general

public. The complaint also charged that a government-

sponsored program primarily benefited a particular reli-

gious sect. The complaint, however, did not indicate any

specific discrimination regarding the used revenue sharing

funds.
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In January 1974 ORS acknowledged this complaint by
writing to the editor of a Nogales newspaper who had pre-
viously received correspondence from the complainant. ORS
said it had the complaint under review.

In June 1974 ORS sent a closing letter to the complai-
nant, stating that it lacked any jurisdiction in the areas
of the complaint. This letter was returned to ORS by the
post office as being undeliverable.

Norfolk, Virginia Case opened Aug. 11, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment

A Norfolk black applicant complained in August 1974
that he had not been considered for several city jobs, in-
cluding police officer. In October ORS sent a 15-day letter
to which Norfolk replied that it needed additional informa-
tion, such as the name of the complainant and date of the
alleged discrimination before it could respond adequately.

ORS conducted a civil rights review in Norfolk during
June 1975. No report had been issued as of June 30.

North East Borough, Pennsylvania Case opened Dec. 31, 1974
Charge--sex discrimination in employment

In December 1974 ORS received a complaint that North
East Borough police and fire department radio dispatchers,
who were all female employees except for one male standby,
were classified as part time so that their benefits would
be less than those of other borough employees. The com-
plaint stated that revenue sharing money was used for both
the police and fire departments. The complaint also men-
tioned a lack of female appointments to borough commissions
and planning boards.

ORS, in February of 1975, sent a 15-day letter asking
for information on the dispatcher issue but not addressing
the absence of women on commissions and planning boards.
The borough's response stated that the radio dispatchers
were not employees of the police or fire departments. These
personnel were reportedly hired after telephone operators
were phased out and were classified as part time since they
worked an average of 28 hours per week.

In March 1975 the complainant asked about the status
of the complaint. ORS, in April, said the case was still
under review. In May an ORS civil rights specialist recom-
mended a civil rights review; however, through June 30, no
further action was recorded.
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Oakland, California Case opened July 1, 1974

Charge--racial, ethnic, and sex discrimination in employment

In July 1974 ORS received a complaint charging the Oak-

land fire department with racial discrimination in employ-

ment. Oakland denied the charge.

An August ORS field audit determined that the city used

revenue sharing money in the fire, police, and public works

departments. ORS, in October 1974, conducted a civil rights

investigation and found the fire, police, and public works

departments in violation of section 122. These city depart-

ments reportedly lacked specific goals and timetables for

the employment of minorities and women. The fire department

also reportedly used hiring requirements, either not vali-

dated or not job related, which had the effect of discrimi-

nating against minorities and women.

ORS, in July 1975, sent a 60-day letter of noncompliance

asking Oakland to submit for approval revised affirmative
action goals and timetables for the fire, police, and public

works departments. The city was also asked to lower the fire
department's minimum height requirement and to validate, in

accordance with standards established by the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission, the entrance exams, training

programs, and performance evaluation guidelines of the fire

and police departments. ORS also requested quarterly reports,
beginning in October 1975, on progress in implementing the

revised affirmative action plans.

Ottumwa, Iowa Case opened Aug. 1973

Charge--discrimination in the Case closed Mar. 29, 1974

selection of an agency to

administer manpower programs

In August 1973 ORS received a copy of a complaint filed

with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The com-

plaint concerned the selection of an agency to administer

manpower programs in a portion of Iowa. The complainant,

whose agency was not granted the sponsorship of the manpower

programs, felt there had been discrimination in the selec-

tion process. The complaint did not mention revenue shar-

ing funds.

Six months later ORS wrote to thank the complainant for

forwarding the complaint package. Later in the month, the

complainant responded that the complaint filed with EEOC

had been withdrawn in December 1973. At the end of March

1974, ORS officially closed the case.
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Ouachita Parish, Louisiana Case opened Apr. 30, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in Case closed June 25, 1975

employment, services, and facilities

In April 1974 ORS received a complaint against Ouachita
Parish alleging racial discrimination in employment and a
range of services funded by revenue sharing.

After a June 1974 field investigation, ORS sent a 60-day
letter of noncompliance in August. ORS required that Ouachita
adopt prescribed affirmative action goals and procedures to
correct racial discrimination in three areas where the parish
spent revenue sharing money: public employment, contract
awards, and highway department services such as paving and
drainage.

In September and October Ouachita submitted plans indi-
cating hiring goals, procedures to certify contractor com-
pliance with antidiscrimination regulations, and equal highway
services. Following a September meeting with parish officials
held in Washington, ORS stated in November that Ouachita was
now in compliance with the public employment and contract
award requirements but problems still had to be resolved con-
cerning highway services.

After the 60-day letter, counsel for the complainants
sent several letters criticizing ORS for (1) failing to in-
vestigate and comment on all charges made by the April com-
plaint (as amended by a July 1974 supplementary letter),
(2) refusing to defer revenue sharing payments to Ouachita
pending compliance, and (3) accepting the parish's plans as
constituting compliance. In April 1975 the complainants
filed suit in the U.S. District Court for the District of
Columbia charging the Department of the Treasury and ORS with
failing to carry out their constitutional, legal, and regula-
tory responsibilities.

Also in April ORS conducted a compliance investigation
in Ouachita. It reported that minority employment had in-
creased in all parish departments but the goals established
by the 60-day letter, both for employment and for highway
services, had not yet been reached.

In June ORS found Ouachita in "substantial" compliance
with section 122 in its public employment, contract awards,
highway services, recreational programs, and admissions
policies at a local hospital for retarded-children. The
case was officially closed at this time. However, ORS re-
quested that the parish, beginning in October 1975, report
quarterly on the implementation of its affirmative action
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plan, highway department maintenance expenditures, and the

number of black children enrolled in programs at the re-

tarded children's hospital.

The complainants, in June 1975, filed a motion in the

D.C. district court for a preliminary injunction directing,

among other items, that ORS not disburse Ouachita's July

1975 revenue sharing payment. The court subsequently denied

the motion and the complainants did not appeal the decision.

As of August 26, no trial date for the civil suit had been

set.

Because of the pending litigation involving this com-
plaint, ORS allowed us to review only those portions of
its Ouachita files which had been made available to the com-
plainants.

Parsons, Kansas Case opened Oct. 1973
ORS listed this complaint as a Case closed Apr. 3, 1974

civil rights case but no charge
of discrimination was made

In October 1973 the Attorney General of Kansas referred
a complaint against Parsons to ORS. The complaint charged
that the city violated revenue sharing regulations by authoriz-
ing payment to a private golf course. ORS, in November, asked
Parsons whether the course was open to the public and whether
local or State laws prohibited transfer of public funds to
a private organization.

The city answered that the course was privately owned
but operated on a nonprofit basis. It was the only area
golf course open to all persons. City officials also stated
that public funds could be transferred to a private organi-
zation as long as the transfer was for a public purpose.

ORS concluded that a government could transfer revenue
sharing funds to a private organization, provided there
was no local or State legal prohibition, the transfer was
for a public purpose, and the private organization's facili-
ties were open to the public. Based on the city's response
that these three conditions were met, ORS officially closed
the case in April 1974 after notifying the city that no
violation had been found.

Peoria, Illinois Case opened Mar. 27, 1974
Charge--racial and sex Case closed Mar. 26, 1975

discrimination in employment

ORS received a complaint against Peoria in March 1974.
The complaint, which was also addressed to the Community
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Relations Service of the Department of Justice, the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, and several other agen-
cies, charged the city with unlawful discrimination against
minorities in various areas of employment, including the
fire department. The complaint also cited the lack of an
effective affirmative action program.

In April 1974 ORS sent a 15-day letter to Peoria. The
city denied that it was unlawfully discriminating and in-
cluded material to support its position and information on
its affirmative action planning. In May ORS learned that
the Community Relations Service was acting as a mediator
between the city and the complainant.

In July ORS received a more formal complaint from the
original complainant charging Peoria with race and sex
discrimination in city employment. ORS wrote the city that
it hoped the problem could be settled at the local level
by the Service; otherwise, it would conduct its own investi-
gation.

In August Peoria sent ORS a copy of its proposed af-
firmative action plan. In October 1974 and February 1975
ORS contacted the complainant. After learning from the
Service that Peoria had adopted an affirmative action plan,
ORS closed the case in March 1975. ORS requested quarterly
status reports from the city through 1977 to allow monitor-
ing of progress in implementing the affirmative action plan.
In June ORS received the first status report from Peoria.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Case opened Sept. 11, 1974
Charge--sex discrimination in employment

In September 1974 ORS received a complaint of sex dis-
crimination by Philadelphia and its police department. Ear-
lier that year the complainant had filed suit in a Federal
district court charging that the city and the police depart-
ment discriminated against women in their hiring practices.
The Department of Justice filed similar charges.

ORS informed the complainant by telephone that it could
take no action on this complaint until the pending litiga-
tion was resolved. However, in January of 1975, it reported
on a November 1974 "special compliance review" of the con-
trols and procedures used for audits of Philadelphia's reve-
nue sharing funds. The report found these controls and
procedures acceptable but noted that the city lacked an af-
firmative action plan. ORS asked for a copy of the affirma-
tive action plan then reportedly being developed. The city
in March 1975 sent a copy of the tentative plan to ORS for
information and review.
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Through June 30, 1975, no further ORS action was docu-

mented.

Picayune, Mississippi Case opened Mar. 9, 1974

Charge--racial discrimination in employment and services

ORS received a complaint in March 1974 that blacks were

discriminated against in the use of revenue sharing funds.

The complaint alleged that Picayune constructed and main-

tained more sidewalks and street drains in white areas than

in black areas.

In a May memorandum based on its conversation with the

complainant, The Catholic University's Center for National

Policy Review summarized the basis of the Picayune complaint

and also cited possible employment discrimination by the

city's police and fire departments. The complainant, in

June 1974, again wrote ORS, requesting an investigation

and stating that Picayune's revenue sharing money was used

in the public safety and environmental protection categories.

In August ORS sent a 15-day letter to which Picayune

responded by denying any discrimination. During October

ORS conducted a compliance audit. In November both the

city and the complainant were informed that no financial

violations were found during the audit but that the dis-

crimination charges were still under analysis.

Through August 21, ORS took no further documented ac-

tion. It indicated that a civil rights review would be

held.

Pierce County, Washington Case opened May 10, 1974

Charge--racial, ethnic, and sex

discrimination in employment

ORS received a complaint in May 1974 that minorities

and women did not properly benefit from the use of revenue

sharing funds because Pierce County discriminated against

them in its employment practices.

In July 1974 ORS sent a 15-day letter to Pierce County,

which denied discrimination in its employment. During

October 1974 ORS conducted an audit and a civil rights in-

vestigation in the county. The December 1974 audit report

cited an expenditure contrary to the act. Although the

non-civil-rights part of the case was closed in December

1974, the civil rights matter remained under review.

ORS later conducted a civil rights review but had is-

sued no report as of August 26, 1975.
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Case opened June 28, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination in Case closed June 14, 1974

employment and contract awards

ORS received a complaint against Pittsburgh in June 1973.
The complaint charged the city with discrimination against
minority firms in awarding contracts in expenditure areas to
be funded by revenue sharing money. The complaint also said
Pittsburgh discriminated against blacks in public employment
and lacked an affirmative action plan. In January 1974 ORS
told the complainant that the matter was under review. The
city responded to a 15-day letter by denying any discrimina-
tion and providing supportive material.

ORS held a compliance audit in Pittsburgh during March
1974, but made no recommendations concerning civil rights.
It established, however, that minority firms did receive
city business and that although there was no affirmative
action plan, the Pittsburgh city council had passed a reso-
lution in 1973 to reaffirm employment policies in accordance
with the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Regarding city employment, ORS agreed with the complain-
ant that the distribution and number of minority employees
in the city's fire and police departments were disproportion-
ate to minority population statistics. However, ORS cited
circumstances which had prevented Pittsburgh from improving
the situation: (1) overall employment in the city declined
from 1970 to 1973, (2) no policemen were hired during this
period, and (3) local black organizations had discouraged
blacks from applying for firefighting positions during a
recruiting drive in August 1972.

In June 1974 ORS notified the city that the case was
closed. The complainant, however, told us in May 1975 that
he never received a notice of case disposition.

Pleasant Mound Township, Illinois Case opened Oct. 30, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed May 19, 1975

in services

ORS received a complaint in October 1973 charging Pleas-
ant Mound Township with discriminating against an all-black
community in road maintenance services. In December 1973 the
complainant filed suit in U.S. district court. This suit
and the original complaint also included Bond County, Illi-
nois, which was a separate ORS case. (See p. 44.)

ORS sent a 15-day letter in February 1974, but no re-
sponse was filed. In early March the U.S. district court
issued a consent order to maintain certain roads stipulated
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in the suit. The complainant then wrote ORS to withdraw the

complaint because the alleged discrimination had reportedly
ended.

In October ORS asked the township for a progress report

within 15 days on its actions pursuant to the consent order.

The township informed ORS in December that some roads in the

all-black community had been improved after being formally

incorporated into the township road system. Pleasant Mound

also suggested that ORS contact the U.S. district court judge

to determine if the township revenue sharing funds were used

in violation of section 122.

In May 1975 ORS indicated in closing letters to the town-

ship and the complainant that it accepted Pleasant Mound's

letter of December 1974 as evidence of intent to comply with

the consent order. It stated that the township would be in

compliance with section 122 as long as it complied with the

order. ORS did not request further monitoring reports from

the township since the district court was to receive such

reports in accordance with its consent order.

Powhatan County, Virginia Case opened Aug. 14, 1973

Charge--racial discrimination
in employment

In August 1973 ORS received a complaint of racial dis-

crimination in employment by Powhatan County agencies funded

by revenue sharing money. ORS sent a 15-day letter in March

1974, to which the county responded by denying the charge

and listing the areas where it spent revenue sharing money.

A June 1974 audit disclosed that the county had a black

population of 40 percent but few blacks were employed by

the county. According to the audit report, 14 agencies re-

ceived revenue sharing funds. The information on the dis-

crimination charge was turned over to the ORS civil rights

branch which, in September 1974, conducted a field investi-

gation.

In April 1975 ORS sent a 60-day letter of noncompliance

citing evidence that the county practiced racial discrimina-

tion in employment funded by revenue sharing. ORS required

that to comply with section 122 the county must (1) "expend

every effort" to hire a minority member for the next vacant

deputy sheriff position, (2) develop and submit an affirma-

tive action plan for the sheriff's department, and (3) cen-

tralize and revise its recruiting and hiring practices to

promote employment of minorities.
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Powhatan responded in May that it was developing an
affirmative action plan for the sheriff's department and
changing personnel practices. It asked that ORS postpone
any further action for 30 days.

In June ORS wrote granting Powhatan a 30-day extension
to achieve compliance, but indicated concern over progress
in meeting the affirmative action requirements imposed on
the sheriff's department. In a separate letter, ORS stated
that the standard assurance statement contained in Powhatan's
planned use report for fiscal year 1976 was unacceptable
until certain measures were taken, including (1) developing
countywide affirmative action plans in those county agencies
which would receive entitlement funds, (2) reporting quarterly,
beginning in September 1975, on progress in implementing
these affirmative action plans, (3) eliminating employment
requirements that were not job related, and (4) submitting
plans to hire a minority member as deputy sheriff if the
sheriff's department were to receive fiscal year 1976 funds.

Powhatan informed ORS in July that its fiscal year 1976
funds would be allocated to the volunteer fire department
and contracts for landfill and refuse disposal. The county
provided information to assure that these activities would
be conducted in compliance with section 122. ORS subsequently
accepted this assurance and indicated that quarterly status
reports would no longer be required.

Prince George's County, Maryland Case opened Oct. 9, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment

In October 1974 ORS learned from a newspaper article
that a private suit had been filed and a hearing scheduled
on a civil rights complaint against Prince George's County.
An unsuccessful black applicant for employment with the
county's police department had initiated this suit before
a Federal district court in July 1974. The suit specifi-
cally charged the county with racial discrimination in
police department employment practices. ORS subsequently
checked previous planned and actual use reports to estab-
lish that the county had used revenue sharing money for
public safety expenditures.

In November 1974 ORS contacted the district court and
received a copy of the complaint and other background in-
formation. Through June 30, 1975, no further ORS action
was filed.

Princeville, North Carolina Case opened Aug. 21, 1974
Charge--discrimination in services and facilities
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In August 1974 ORS received two complaints against

Princeville, the first by an individual who asked that

his name be kept in confidence and the second unsigned.

The complaints stated that Princeville had not held the

required public budget meetings on revenue sharing and had

not published its planned use report on time. The com-

plaints also stated that the town had unfairly placed cer-

tain street lights and had discriminated in improving

streets and collecting garbage. No particular group was

mentioned as the target of this discrimination, but ORS

officially listed Princeville as a racial discrimination

case.

In September 1974 ORS sent Princeville a 15-day letter

dealing only with the allegation that the required budget

meetings had not been held. The charge was denied. In

October the complainant wrote ORS to find out the status

of the case. He further charged that the town refused to

make financial records available to the public and again

mentioned the street light matter.

In December ORS conducted a compliance audit in Prince-

ville. In the February 1975 audit report, ORS stated that

the allegations of discrimination in town services, omitted

budget hearings, and denial of access to records could not

be supported. However, when the report was issued, ORS

wrote the complainant to say that the town would move a

street light to a more appropriate location.

In July ORS no longer listed Princeville as a civil

rights case but had no closing letters on file. The February

compliance audit disclosed several accounting violations

which were still being resolved.

Quitman County, Mississippi Case opened July 1, 1974

Charge--racial discrimination in employment

In July 1974 ORS received a telephone complaint alleg-

ing that Quitman County denied employment to blacks. ORS

asked that the complainant furnish a written complaint and

additional information pertaining to his charge.

Through June 30, 1975, ORS had received neither the

written complaint nor more information. ORS, however,

indicated that a civil rights review would be held in the

county.

Racine, Wisconsin Case opened Sept. 10, 1974

Charge--racial discrimination in employment
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The White House referred a complaint against Racine
to ORS in September 1974. The city was accused of discri-
minating against blacks in hiring for police and fire de-
partments. ORS mailed a 15-day letter to which the city
did not respond. In June 1975 an ORS civil rights review
was held in Racine. No report had been issued as of June 30.

Rankin County, Mississippi Case opened June 14, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed Feb. 7, 1974

in services and facilities

The Department of the Treasury received a complaint in
May 1973 against Rankin County. After phoning the complain-
ant, ORS received more information in June. The complainant
charged the county with using revenue sharing money to main-
tain roads in white areas better than in black areas. In
July ORS sent a 15-day letter to which the county responded
by denying any discrimination.

In August 1973 ORS visited the county, met with the
complainant and officials, and inspected roads. It found
no discrimination. It then arranged a meeting between
county officials and the complainant to discuss future uses
of revenue sharing funds.

The meeting was held in September 1973 and the minutes
were sent to ORS. Both sides were dissatisfied with the
results of the discussion. Later in the month, ORS again
visited Rankin County and met with the parties. The com-
plainant at this time also alleged that the county main-
tained racial segregation at the jail and at a convalescent
home. ORS reported, after checking these facilities as
well as inspecting the county roads in more detail, that
no support for the charges of discrimination could be found.
ORS, in February 1974, closed the case and so informed the
county and the complainant.

Redwood, California Case opened July 25, 1973
Charge--ethnic discrimination Case closed Oct. 29, 1974

In July 1973 ORS received a complaint that Spanish-
speaking organizations did not receive proper recognition
and information from a Redwood organization created to
administer various poverty programs. The complainant
alleged that this organization was financed by revenue
sharing, Office of Economic Opportunity, and other funds.

According to a memorandum dated July 1973, ORS informed
the complainant that it had no jurisdiction in the matter
and therefore had referred the complaint to the Office of
Economic Opportunity. The ORS file for Redwood, however,
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contained no copies of a referral letter to the office or
of a letter to the complainant concerning this referral.

In March 1974 ORS wrote to tell the complainant that he
could determine if revenue sharing funds were used by the orga-
nization in question by visiting the local governments in Red-
wood and San Mateo County. ORS asked the complainant to inform
it if he could not obtain this information. When ORS did not
hear further from the complainant by October, it decided to
close the case. No direct ORS investigation into the use of
revenue sharing funds by Redwood or San Mateo County was docu-
mented, nor was the basis of the July 1973 determination that
ORS lacked jurisdiction.

Rock Hill, South Carolina Case opened Sept. 14, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination Case closed July 8, 1974

in services

A complaint received in September 1973 charged Rock Hill
with using revenue sharing funds to improve facilities in
white areas, while black areas had more basic needs such as
unpaved roads and inadequate sewage and water facilities.

ORS acknowledged the complaint in January 1974 and sent
a 15-day letter in March. The city responded that there
was no discrimination in services. In April ORS conducted
a compliance audit and concluded that the allegations could
not be supported. The complainant, however, was not informed
of the case closing until March 1975. The closing date of
July 8, 1974, listed by ORS coincided with the date of a
letter to a Member of Congress informing him of the results
of the investigation.

The complaint against Rock Hill also included charges
against York County, South Carolina, which ORS processed as
a separate case. (See p. 101.)

Rockford, Illinois Case opened Oct. 29, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment

In October 1974 ORS received a complaint that Rockford's
police and fire departments spent revenue sharing money but
followed employment practices which discriminated against
blacks.

In a December response to a letter, Rockford replied
with information on work-force profiles for the police
and fire departments and on the city's new affirmative
action plan.
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In April 1975 the complainant sent two followup letters
criticizing ORS for lax action on the original complaint.
ORS sent a "special" letter to Rockford in April stating
that the information in the city's December 1974 letter was
insufficient to determine compliance with section 122 and
additional, detailed employment information within 30 days
was therefore requested. Rockford submitted the informa-
tion in May and June. As of June 30, 1975, ORS had the
information under review.

San Jose, California Case opened Aug. 19, 1974
Charge--ethnic and sex discrimination in employment

ORS received a complaint in August 1974 charging that
the San Jose police department, a recipient of revenue shar-
ing money, used a field training program of questionable
merit which had the effect of discriminating against Mexican-
American police trainees.

A 1973 Federal court order had required San Jose to
hire qualified Mexican-American applicants for the police
department. Of 14 Mexican-Americans hired pursuant to
the court order, 8 were later fired because they reportedly
failed the "Field Training Officer" program. Of 19 non-
Mexican-Americans undergoing this training, only 2 were fired
for the same reason.

ORS conducted a civil rights review in San Jose during
October 1974. Based on its findings, ORS in August 1975
sent San Jose a 60-day letter of noncompliance. ORS re-
quested among other items that the city (1) implement its
affirmative action plan until police and fire department
employment reflected the percentage of minorities in the
community, (2) validate the training program, (3) reinstate
the eight Mexican-Americans to the point in the training
program where each was terminated, and (4) recruit and
hire qualified females as police officers and firefighters.
ORS also requested quarterly reports beginning October 1975
on efforts to remedy the employment situation.

Saco, Maine Case opened Nov. 29, 1973
Charge--age discrimination in Case closed Sept. 20, 1974

a public service

ORS received a complaint dated November 29, 1973, alleg-
ing that Saco refused to pick up trash from a trailer park
housing many elderly persons. ORS concluded that it lacked
jurisdiction since the complaint involved age discrimina-
tion, which is not covered by section 122. ORS closed the
case in September 1974 after notifying the complainant of
its lack of jurisdiction.
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St. Lucie County, Florida Case opened Oct. 9, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in services

ORS received in October 1974 a complaint of racial dis-
crimination in certain St. Lucie County public services funded
by revenue sharing money. In November, responding to a 15-
day letter, St. Lucie County denied this allegation and stated
that its revenue sharing projects served all county residents.

In April 1975 the complainant wrote again asking the
reason for the delay in investigation. There was no record
of a response to this letter. ORS indicated that a civil
rights review would be held in the county. Through June 30
there was no record of further action.

Santa Clara County, California Case opened Dec. 6, 1973
Charge--ethnic discrimination in employment

In December 1973 ORS received a complaint against Santa
Clara County alleging that the sheriff's department, while
using revenue sharing money, followed hiring practices which
tended to discriminate against Spanish-surnamed applicants
for the position of deputy sheriff.

The complaint stemmed from litigation (Cortez v. Rosen)
in the U.S. district court for northern California. In July
a preliminary injunction had been issued restraining the
sheriff's department from hiring additional deputy sheriffs
until empirically validated written and oral selection tests
had been developed. In May 1974 the parties involved in
Cortez v. Rosen agreed on a consent decree calling for the
hiring of 60 new deputy sheriffs on an ethnic quota basis.

In March 1974 ORS sent a 15-day letter and in June con-
ducted a compliance audit. The resulting report disclosed
certain violations of ORS financial regulations. A 60-day
letter of noncompliance went to the county regarding these
financial violations. After the county reported actions
taken to end the violations, ORS in May of 1975 closed the
financial case.

In October 1974 ORS held a civil rights review in the
county. Through June 30, 1975, no report on this review
had been issued and no further action in the civil rights
case had been documented.

Shreveport, Louisiana Case opened Aug. 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment and services

In August 1974 ORS received a complaint charging
racial discrimination in employment by the police, fire,
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and engineering departments of Shreveport. The city denied
the charge in response to a September 15-day letter.

An October civil suit filed in a Federal district court
in Louisiana alleged that Shreveport used its revenue shar-
ing money to provide public employment and services in a
manner discriminating against blacks. In late December 1974
the attorney for the plaintiffs in this civil action sent
ORS a copy of the suit and asked it to refer the matter to
the Department of Justice for investigation. ORS replied
that it would monitor the Louisiana court proceedings and
decide on additional action later.

In January 1975 the plaintiffs in the civil action
filed a complaint with ORS, charging Shreveport with unlaw-
ful racial discrimination in employment and services funded
by revenue sharing. The city denied these charges in re-
sponse to the 15-day letter sent in March.

ORS, in June, held a civil rights review in Shreveport.
Through June 30, no report had been issued.

Stockton, California Case opened Dec. 30, 1974
Charge--sex discrimination in employment

In December 1974 ORS received a complaint alleging sex
discrimination by Stockton in its hiring and promotion poli-
cies.

In January 1975 ORS informed the complainant that since
a similar charge was then before a court, ORS would monitor
the proceedings and decide on appropriate actions later.
ORS, in April, informed the complainant that it had discovered
a similar charge was not before a court and would therefore
start an investigation. At the same time, ORS sent a 15-
day letter to Stockton.

In its May 1975 response, Stockton provided overall
information on its affirmative action goals and progress
to date in achieving them. Through June 30, there was no
record of further action.

Toledo, Ohio Case opened Feb. 4, 1974
Charge--ethnic discrimination Case closed Apr. 16, 1974

in planning the use of revenue
sharing funds and in denying
access to city revenue sharing
records

ORS received a complaint in February 1974 against Toledo.
The complaint charged that the Spanish-speaking minority of
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the city was (1) not notified of the formation of a citizen's
committee to plan the use of revenue sharing funds and (2)
denied access to city revenue sharing records.

After contacting the complainant and a national orga-
nization concerned with the rights of Spanish-speaking
people, ORS sent a 15-day letter in March. In its response,
the city denied the charges of discrimination. It said that
there was a Spanish-speaking representative on the citizen's
committee and that all city records were available to the
public. Based on the city's reply, ORS determined that no
violations of section 122 existed and closed the case in
April, with closing letters sent to the city and the com-
plainant.

Topeka, Kansas Case opened July 3, 1974
Charge--ethnic discrimination in employment, services, and

facilities

A complaint was sent to ORS in July 1974 charging that
service agencies representing Chicanos did not receive their
share of Topeka's revenue sharing funds, although other mi-
nority service agencies did. In August ORS sent a 15-day
letter, to which the city responded that (1) there was no
discrimination in its use of revenue sharing money, (2) a
citizens group representing all nationalities helped to
select the service agencies which received revenue sharing
funds, and (3) all such agencies were required to serve
all people.

The complainant, in a letter dated January 8, 1975,
wrote ORS that Spanish speakers could not get adequate
help from a Topeka service agency receiving revenue sharing
funds because this agency lacked a bilingual staff. The
complainant also stated that the service agency did not
have proper accounting controls over its operations.

Through June 30, 1975, no further ORS action was recorded.

Tuskegee, Alabama Case opened June 19, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment

In June 1974 ORS received a complaint that Tuskegee's
hiring and promotion practices were discriminatory because
it used testing requirements inconsistently.

The city denied the charge in response to a July 15-
day letter. The complainant asked ORS to suspend its
Tuskegee investigation, pending the outcome of negotia-
tions between the city and the complainant. ORS agreed
and listed Tuskegee as a "special status" case. An ORS
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official reported in June of 1975 that the complainant
would be asked the results of the negotiations.

Union City, California Case opened Sept. 30, 1974
Charge--ethnic discrimination in employment and services

In September 1974 ORS received a complaint of discrimi-
nation against the Chicano community in employment and serv-
ices funded by revenue sharing money. In November it sent
a 15-day letter. The city responded in December, denying
all allegations of ethnic discrimination in its use of revenue
sharing money.

ORS held a civil rights review in Union City in April
of 1975. Through June 30, no report had been issued.

Waterbury, Connecticut Case opened Nov. 23, 1973
Charge--racial and ethnic
discrimination in employment

ORS received a complaint in November 1973 which did
not cite any specific discrimination in the use of revenue
sharing funds but asked that further payments be deferred.
The complaint charged that Asian-Americans were being dis-
criminated against in the city and the State in employment
areas such as construction, bus driving, and gas stations.
A copy of a second complaint against Waterbury was received
by ORS in April 1974. This complaint charged the city with
discriminating against blacks and Hispanics in employment
on city construction projects and in other civil service
areas.

ORS acknowledged the first complaint and asked the
complainant to submit more- specific information to ORS
regarding discrimination. Nothing further was received,
however, and no contact was recorded between ORS and the
second complainant.

In October ORS undertook a combined compliance audit
and civil rights review in Waterbury. The civil rights
review was completed but, because of financial and account-
ing violations, the compliance audit could not be. A
60-day letter of noncompliance regarding these violations
was sent to the city in November. ORS, in July of 1975,
informed Waterbury that its planned use report compliance
assurance statement was unacceptale until the financial
and accounting violations cited in the November 1974 letter
were eliminated. ORS gave the city until September 1975
to take corrective action.
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A December 1974 trip report indicated that the civil

rights review in Waterbury found no evidence to support the
original discrimination charges. The review, however, re-
portedly showed that blacks, about 10 percent of Waterbury's
population, lacked employment parity in several city depart-
ments.

Through June 30, 1975, no further action was indicated
in the case file.

Waterford, Connecticut Case opened Apr. 18, 1974
Charge--sex discrimination in Case closed Dec. 17, 1974

employment

ORS received a complaint in April 1974 alleging that

Waterford allocated revenue sharing funds to a volunteer
fire company which had denied membership to an applicant
because of her sex. In May a telephone conversation between
ORS and Waterford established that the town gave revenue
sharing funds to this fire company, so ORS sent a 15-day
letter. The town responded by stating that no discrimina-
tion was involved in the denial of membership.

ORS, in September 1974, conducted a civil rights review
in Waterford and met with the complainant and town officials.
The complainant told ORS that, due to personal reasons, the
rejected applicant cited in the complaint was no longer avail-
able to perform the duties of a volunteer firefighter and,
in addition, did not wish to pursue the matter further.

ORS concluded, however, that the rejected applicant was
qualified to be a member of the fire company but was denied
membership because of her sex. Reasons given for this denial
of membership were (1) ingrained males' bias against women
in the fire department, (2) the "private male club syndrome,"
(3) the views of the wives of the volunteer firemen, and
(4) the traditional view of male and female roles in the
New England community.

ORS recommended that for Waterford to be in compliance
with section 122, the fire company should eliminate the
masculine pronoun from its bylaws and offer a membership
to the rejected applicant.

Waterford notified ORS in November that the fire com-

pany had proposed changes to its bylaws to remove "any
reference to the masculine gender" and informed the woman
mentioned in the complaint of a decision to reconsider her
nomination. Waterford indicated that the applicant had not
responded to the fire company's letter. The fire company's
actions prompted ORS to close the Waterford case in December
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1974, and it so informed the town and State. The complainant,
however, was not notified of the closure until March 1975.

In June 1974 the complainant also informed ORS that it
had a complaint pending in Connecticut against little league
baseball, which was charged with unlawful sex discrimination.
The complainant told ORS that Waterford had used part of its
revenue sharing funds to maintain a local little league field.
Through September 24, 1975, there was no record of ORS follow-
up on this information.

Will County, Illinois Case opened July 31, 1974
Charge--racial and ethnic discrimination in employment

ORS received a complaint in July 1974 alleging that
revenue sharing funds had been used in a discriminatory
manner by Will County. The complainant alleged that the
sheriff's department discriminated against minorities in hir-
ing and promoting. ORS sent a 15-day letter in September 1974.
The county responded by denying any violation and requesting
ORS to provide details on the alleged inadequate representa-
tion of minorities in the county work force.

During June 1975 ORS conducted a civil rights review
in Will County. As of June 30, no report had been issued.

Winter Haven, Florida Case opened May 9, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in facilities

In May 1974 the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare referred a complaint against Winter Haven to ORS,;
which contacted the complainant for more information. The
complainant charged that the location of a proposed recrea-
tion facility would conflict with the present residential
character of an area of Winter Haven that is populated pri-
marily by blacks. The complainant also questioned the con-
struction of a cultural facility in a white area.

According to a July 15-day letter to the city, the
complaint alleged that the plans to construct "separate
recreational and cultural facilities would have the effect
of segregating the white and the minority communities." The
city responded that the facility in the black area was under
construction but that no revenue sharing funds were used
for this project. It stated that both this center and
another one being planned would be open to all people.

During September 1974 ORS performed a compliance audit
in Winter Haven. The audit report said that a $500,000
recreational facility was built in the black area and a
$2,000,000 complex was being planned for a predominantly
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white area. The report indicated that revenue sharing funds
were used in the "recreation" category. Although it made
no recommendations regarding civil rights, the report stated
that the review would continue.

An ORS official said a civil rights review was held in
Winter Haven during February 1975. As of June 30, however,
no record of this review was on file and no findings had
been issued.

Winterville, North Carolina Case opened Oct. 15, 1974
Charge--racial discrimination in employment and services

In October and November 1974 ORS received two complaints
involving Winterville. The first complaint alleged that
Winterville practiced unlawful racial discrimination in serv-
ices funded by revenue sharing money. The second complaint
charged that Winterville deposited its revenue sharing money
in a bank which discriminated against blacks in its employ-
ment practices. ORS in November sent a 15-day letter deal-
ing with the first allegation, which the town denied.

During December, ORS conducted a compliance audit in
Winterville. A February 1975 report on this audit found
that Winterville had "virtually" neglected black neighbor-
hoods in its street paving and guttering projects funded by
revenue sharing. This report also stated that the town had
deposited its revenue sharing money in a bank with no minority
employees other than cleanup personnel. Finally the report
found the town in violation of the Davis-Bacon regulations.

ORS sent Winterville a 30-day letter of noncompliance
based on the Davis-Bacon violation and indicated it had re-
ferred the possible civil rights violations outlined in the
audit report to its civil rights branch for resolution. The
town replied in a letter received in March that it would
comply with the Davis-Bacon regulations in future construc-
tion contracts.

Through June 30, 1975, ORS had not resolved the possible
civil rights violations.

Wooster, Ohio Case opened Sept. 10, 1974
Charge--sex discrimination in employment

In September 1974 ORS received a copy of a letter con-
cerning possible discrimination in Wooster. The original
letter had been sent to the city and included the allega-
tion that an applicant was denied employment in Wooster be-
cause of her sex.
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After receiving the letter, ORS contacted the complainant
to obtain more information. In October 1974 ORS sent a 15-
day letter, to which Wooster responded that appointment to
some of the positions in question was not under its control
but under that of a nonprofit public agency. The city added
that no revenue sharing funds were involved in the positions
applied for. In January 1975 the complainant sent additional
information to ORS regarding discrimination against her.

Through June 30, no further action was documented. ORS
indicated that a civil rights review would be held in Wooster.

Yakima, Washington Case opened May 7, 1974
Charge--racial and ethnic discrimination in employment, serv-

ices, and facilities

ORS received a May 1974 complaint of employment discri-
mination against blacks and other minorities by Yakima agen-
cies receiving revenue sharing funds. The complaint also
alleged that service and facility improvements funded by reve-
nue sharing did not benefit minority groups. The minority
population of Yakima, according to the 1970 census, comprised
6.8 percent of the city, including 2.4 percent black, 2.6 per-
cent Spanish-surnamed American, and about 1 percent American
Indian.

During October 1974 ORS conducted a civil rights review
in the city and met with the complainants to obtain specific
information. At this time the complainants registered several
charges against Yakima:

-- Minorities, especially blacks, were underrepresented
on the city's payroll, particularly in the police
department.

--The black community lacked street lighting, curbs, and
gutters, and street maintenance while the city allo-
cated revenue sharing funds to expand the airport
parking lot.

--City improvements did not benefit the black community.

--A city park used mostly by blacks contained dangerous
playground equipment.

-- Revenue sharing was used for irrigation ditches in
city parks but not for residential drainage ditches
in the black community.

Based on information gathered from the city, complain-
ants, and other sources, ORS concluded it had no jurisdiction
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over the alleged lack of street lighting, curbs, and gutters,
street maintenance, and residential drainage ditches in
Yakima's black community because revenue sharing funds were
not used in these activities. Based on inspections of city
parks, the ORS review team found that the charge concerning
dangerous playground equipment could not be supported.

The review team also found no "obvious" case of under-
representation of minorities within the city government work-
force. A review of employment data, however, showed that the
percentage of women on the city payroll (15 percent) was well
below the percentage of women in the Yakima County labor
force (40 percent). But since Yakima had an affirmative ac-
tion plan, employed a female affirmative action officer, and
had apparently been making a good faith effort to increase
female employment, the review team recommended that the city
be found in compliance with section 122 in regards to employ-
ment. The team suggested, though, that Yakima be monitored
for 1 year concerning employment of women.

The report by the Yakima team was not dated and there
was no indication that the report's findings and recommenda-
tions were provided to the city or the complainants. Through
June 30, 1975, no further action in this case was documented.

Yolo County, California Case opened Aug. 8, 1974
Charge--racial, ethnic, and sex discrimination in employment

and in the award of revenue sharing funds

In August 1974 the Department of the Treasury referred
to ORS allegations that Yolo County lacked an affirmative
action plan and discriminated against Mexican- and Asian-
Americans in its employment practices. Another allegation was
that the county unlawfully disapproved a grant of revenue
sharing money to the complainant, an organization of local
residents serving the general welfare of Mexican-Americans
in the county.

The complainant filed a civil suit (Concilio et al.
v. Yolo County et al.) in the U.S. district court for eastern
California. The suit charged Yolo County with violating
title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as amended, and
section 122 of the Revenue Sharing Act. The suit sought a
court order deferring revenue sharing payments to Yolo
County until the county was found in compliance with title
VII and section 122.

A compliance audit disclosed that the county was vio-
lating certain ORS financial, legal, and reporting require-
ments. The county later said it had corrected or would
correct these violations.
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In April 1975 ORS conducted a civil rights review and
the complainant and the county agreed upon a consent decree
for the pending Federal district court suit. The decree
required the county to adopt and implement a court-approved
affirmative action employment plan for minorities and fe-
males. The consent decree also required the county to pay
damages to those Spanish-surnamed persons adversely affected
by its past discriminatory policies in hiring and promotion.
Finally the county was required to award the complainant
organization a grant of revenue sharing money.

No report on the April civil rights review had been
issued as of June 30.

York County, South Carolina Case opened Sept. 14, 1973
Charge--racial discrimination in Case closed April 1974

services and facilities

A complaint received in September 1973 charged York County
with using revenue sharing funds to improve roads leading to
a racially segregated recreational facility. It further con-
tended that the county had appropriated revenue sharing funds
without a proper quorum.

ORS acknowledged the complaint in January 1974 and sent
a 15-day letter in March. The county denied any discrimina-
tion. In April ORS visited the county for a compliance audit
and concluded that the allegations of discrimination could
not be supported. At the end of April, ORS informed York
County that the case was closed. The complainant was not
informed of the closing until March 1975.

The complaint also included charges against Rock Hill,
South Carolina, which ORS processed as a separate case.
(See p. 90.)
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PROCESSING TIMES (MONTHS) FOR

ORS' 1973-74 CIVIL RIGHTS CASES

9 to 12 Months

Closed--7 Open--21

Saco, Maine (9.7) Union City, Calif. (9.0)
Austintown Township, Ohio (11.7) Crosset, Ark. (10.8)
Pittsburgh, Penn. (11.5) Miami, Fla. (11.2)
Rock Hill, S.C. (9.8) Joliet, Ill. (11.0)
Breckenridge, Tex. (10.6) Joliet Township, Ill. (11.0)
Henderson, Tex. (11.7) Charles County, Md. (11.1)
Dane County, Wisc. (11.2) Alameda County, Calif. (9.6)

Princeville, N.C. (10.3)
Wooster, Ohio (9.7)
Auburn, Ala. (9.4)
Contra Costa, Calif. (10.3)
Shreveport, La. (10.6)
Philadelphia, Penn. (9.7)
DeSoto Parish, La. (11.6)
San Jose, Calif. (10.4)
Yolo County, Calif. (10.8)
Racine, Wisc. (9.7)
Will County, Ill. (11.0)
Norfolk, Va. (10.7)
Michigan (10.0) (note a)
Topeka, Kan. (11.9)

12 to 15 Months

Closed--4 Open--15

Los Angeles, Calif. (13.8) Lake Village, Ark. (13.7)
Peoria, Ill. (12.0) Oakland, Calif. (12.0)
Ouachita Parish, La. (13.8) Hammond, Ind. (14.2)
Lorain, Ohio (12.1) New Mexico (13.3)

Muskingum County, Ohio (12.0)
Harris County, Tex. (12.6)
Yakima, Wash. (13.8)
Fort Pierce, Fla. (13.7)
Pierce County, Wash. (13.7)
Winter Haven, Fla. (13.7)
Quitman County, Miss. (12.0)
Monroe, La. (12.5)
Memphis, Tenn. (13.5)

(note a)
Dallas, Tex. (12.7) (note a)
Tuskegee, Ala. (12.4)

(note a)
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15 to 18 Months

Closed--7 Open--5

Redwood, Calif. (15.1) Picayune, Miss. (15.7)
Mobile, Ala. (15.5) Lake County, Ohio (15.4)
Bond County, Ill. (15.6) Knoxville, Tenn. (15.0)
Bladensburg, Md. (16.4) Bremen, Ga. (17.6)
Boston, Mass. I (15.5) Haralson County, Ga. (17.5)
Beaumont, Tex. (16.4)
Atlanta, Ga. (16.3)

18 to 21 Months

Closed--l Open--6

Pleasant Mound Township, Waterbury, Conn. (19.2)
Ill. (18.7) Bogalusa, La. (20.5)

Amarillo, Tex. (20.0')
Santa Clara County,

Calif. (18.8)
Lake County, Ind. (18.4)
Logan, Utah (20.6)

21 to 24 Months

Closed--2 Open--2

Craven County, N.C. (23.0) Powhatan County, Va. (22.6)
New Bern, N.C. (23.3) Chicago, Ill. (21.4)

(note a)

24 to 27 Months

Closed--0 Open--1

Centralia, Ill. (26.9)

27 to 30 Months

Closed--l Open--0

Alton, Ill. (28.4)

a/Special status case.
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CASES TAKING 6 MONTHS OR MORE

(THROUGH JUNE 30, 1975)

BETWEEN PROCESSING ACTIONS

Delay in Investigating After Receiving a Complaint

or in Sending a Followup Letter

When Initial Letter Was Not Answered

Case Length of delay

Lake Village, Ark. 13 months

Miami, Fla. 7 months between an ORS-
initiated audit finding
ethnic groups under-
represented in the city
government work force and
a 15-day letter to the city

Bremen, Ga. 9 months

Haralson County, Ga. 9 months

Ottumwa, Iowa 7 months between receiving
and acknowledging a complaint

Bogalusa, La. 10 months

Quitman County, Miss. 12 months after telephone
complaint, no 15-day letter
had been sent. However, ORS
had not received additional
information requested from
the complainant

New Mexico 13 months after a complaint,
no acknowledgement or
15-day letter had been sent

Craven County, N.C. 10 months between a com-
plaint and an audit of the
county's revenue sharing
records prior to issuing
a 15-day letter

Lake County, Ohio 8 months
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Case Length of delay

Muskingum County, Ohio 8 months

Beaver Falls, Penn. 6 months between 15-day
letter and followup letter
with no reply received.

Pittsburgh, Penn. 9 months

Rock Hill, S.C. 6 months

York County, S.C. 6 months

Knoxville, Tenn. 6 months; ORS acknowledged
that the city's reply was
past due since October
1974. A field investigation

was requested.

Harris County, Tex. 6 months

Logan, Utah 9 months between complaint
and a letter to the city.

Powhatan County, Va. 7 months

Delay in Completing Analysis of

Initial Information Received From Government

Auburn, Ala. 6 months; ORS acknowledged
the analysis was past due
in January 1975. There

was no record of followup
action.

Bibb County (West
Blocton), Ala. 7 months

Rockford, Ill. 6 months. Four months after
receiving the reply from
the city, upon criticism
from the complainant for
laxity, ORS asked for more
information.

Boston, Mass. II 6 months
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Delay in Scheduling or Conducting

A Civil Rights Review

Case Length of delay

Crossett, Ark. 9 months

Yolo County, Calif. 8 months between a com-
pliance audit report
and a civil rights
review

St. Lucie County, Fla. 8 months

Winterhaven, Fla. 7 months

Bremen, Ga. 6 months between an
audit report and a civil
rights review

Haralson County, Ga. 6 months between an
audit report and a
civil rights review

Alton, Ill. 10 months between the
compliance audit and
the civil rights review;
part of the delay was
due to waiting for
pending litigation to
be resolved.

Centralia, Ill. 9 months between issuing
the compliance audit
report and the conducting
of a civil rights review
in the city.

Joliet, Ill. 9 months

Joliet Township, Ill. 9 months

Will County, Ill. 9 months

Hammond, Ind. 6 months between a field
audit and a civil rights
review
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Case Length of delay

Lake County, Ind. 7 months

Topeka, Kans. 10 months

De Soto Parish, La. 7 months

Shreveport, La. 10 months

Picayune, Miss. 8 months

Winterville, N.C. 7 months after compli-
ance audit, no civil
rights review had been
scheduled

Akron, Ohio 6 months

Lake County, Ohio 8 months

Wooster, Ohio 9 months

Charleston, S.C. 6 months

Amarillo, Tex. 8 months

Kenbridge, Va. 6 months

Norfolk, Va. 8 months

King County, Wash. 7 months

Racine, Wisc. 9 months

Delay in Issuing the Findings of

A Civil Rights Review

Oakland, Calif. 9 months

San Jose, Calif. 9 months

Santa Clara County, Calif. 9 months

Waterbury, Conn. 8 months

Fort Pierce, Fla. 10 months
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Case Length of delay

Kansas 8 months

Monroe, La. 13 months

Amarillo, Tex. 8 months

Powhatan County, Va. 7 months

Pierce County, Wash. 9 months

Yakima, Wash. 9 months

Delay in Closing Case After Final Action

Atlanta, Ga. 12 months

Craven County, N.C. 7 months

Logan, Utah 6 months
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STATUS, AS OF JULY 31, 1975, OF

ORS MONITORING OF 1973-74 CIVIL RIGHTS CASES

Case Type of monitoring

Mobile, Ala. Periodic status reports,
requested by closing letter
on construction projects
funded by revenue sharing
money. First report sub-
mitted in January 1975; no
record of ORS review.

Contra Costa, Calif. Quarterly status reports,
requested by the 60-day
letter of noncompliance and
beginning November 1975 on
progress in implementing the
county's affirmative action
plan.

Oakland, Calif. Quarterly status reports,
requested by the 60-day
letter of noncompliance
and beginning October 1975,
on progress in implementing
an affirmative action plan.

San Jose, Calif. Quarterly status reports,
requested by the 60-day
letter of noncompliance
and beginning October 1975,
on progress in implementing
affirmative action plan.

Fort Pierce, Fla. Onsite inspection during
concurrent civil rights
review in St. Lucie County
(presently not scheduled)
to check on the city's
hiring program and street
paving projects.

Miami, Fla. Quarterly status reports
(no beginning date given),
requested by 60-day letter
of noncompliance, on efforts
to remedy problems and im-
plement an affirmative ac-
tion plan.
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Case Type of monitoring

Centralia, Ill. Informal monitoring of the city's prog-
ress in developing an affirmative ac-
tion plan; quarterly status reports,
requested by the special assurance
letter and beginning October 1975, on
progress in implementing affirmative
action plans for agencies to receive
entitlement funds.

Peoria, Ill. Quarterly status reports from April
1975 through 1977 on progress in im-
plementing the city's affirmative ac-
tion plan. First report sent June
1975 covering implementation from
September 1974 to April 1975. No
record of ORS review.

Pleasant Mound One-time reporting requirement on
Township, Ill. progress in fulfilling a 1974 consent

decree involving required road main-
tenance services in certain areas.
ORS did not require further reports,
to prevent duplicate monitoring by
it and the court overseeing the con-
sent decree. Report submitted in
December 1974. ORS reviewed the
report, found the township in com-
pliance with the consent decree,
and closed the case in May 1975.

Lake County, Ind. Two sets of quarterly status reports:
one set, requested by the special
assurance letter and beginning Octo-
ber 1975, on progress in implementing
the county's affirmative action plans
for funded departments in which minor-
ity underrepresentation existed;
another set, requested by a supplemen-
tary letter on compliance problems and
also beginning October 1975, on prog-
ress in implementing the county's af-
firmative action plans for departments
which were located in the new county
government center or which received
revenue sharing money in prior en-
titlement periods.
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Case Type of monitoring

Bogalusa, La. Two sets of quarterly status reports:
one set, requested by the 60-day non-
compliance letter and beginning in
July 1975, on affirmative action
plans to correct past discrimination;
another set, requested by the special
assurance letter and beginning in
October 1975, on affirmative action
plans to insure future compliance
with section 122. No record of re-
ceipt of the July 1975 report.

Ouachita Parish, La. Quarterly status reports, requested
by the closing letter and beginning
October 1975, on highway expenditures,
implementation of an affirmative ac-
tion plan, and the number of black
children enrolled at a local hospital
for the retarded.

Montclair, N.J. Quarterly status reports, requested
by the closing letter and beginning
January 1975, on progress in imple-
menting the city's plans to eliminate
employment discrimination in the fu-
ture. No record of receipt of these
reports to date.

New Bern, N.C. Quarterly status reports, requested
by the special assurance letter and
beginning October 1975, on progress
in implementing affirmative action
plans for agencies receiving funds.

Lorain, Ohio Quarterly status reports, requested
by the closing letter and beginning
July 1975 until further notice, on
progress in implementing an affirma-
tive action agreement. First report
submitted in July 1975; no record
of ORS review.

Amarillo, Tex. Two sets of quarterly reports: one
set, requested by the 60-day non-
compliance letter with an unspeci-
fied beginning date, on affirmative
action plans to correct past discri-
mination; another set, requested by
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Case Type of monitoring

the special assurance letter and
beginning October 1975, on affirma-
tive action plans to insure future
compliance with section 122.

Beaumont, Tex. Periodic, onsite monitoring of the
city's ground transportation plan.
Case closed November 1974; no record
of monitoring.

Breckenridge, Tex. Case closed January 1975; at that
time ORS indicated onsite monitoring
of the city's street paving plan
would be conducted in 12 to 18
months.

Henderson, Tex. Onsite monitoring scheduled for the
summer of 1974 to assure nondiscri-
mination in a public swimming pool.
No record of monitoring to date.

Powhatan County, Va. Quarterly status reports, requested
by the special assurance letter and
beginning September 1975, on prog-
ress in implementing the county's
affirmative action plans in county
agencies receiving entitlement pay-
ments.

Dane County, Wisc. Quarterly status reports, requested
by the closing letter, from April
1975 until further notice, on prog-
ress in implementing the county's
affirmative action plan. First re-
port received in April; second re-
port covering "the past few months"
received in July. No record of ORS
review to date.
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SUGGESTED REVISIONS TO SECTION 122 OF THE

STATE AND LOCAL FISCAL ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1972

Sec. 122. Nondiscrimination provision.

(a) In General. - No person in the United States shall
on any ground prohibited by this act or any other act involv-
ing Federal assistance be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity of a State government or a unit
of local government which receives funds under subtitle A of
this title. Prohibited grounds shall include, but not be
limited to, race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age,
or physical or mental handicap.
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20226

DIRECTOR
OFFICE OF REVENUE SHARING

April 12, 1976

Dear Mr. Lowe:

Thank you for your letter of March 25, 1976,
transmitting review copies of the draft Comptroller
General's report to the Chairman of the Committee on
the Judiciary, House of Representatives, entitled
"Nondiscrimination Provision of Revenue Sharing Act
Should be Strengthened and Better Enforced." We
appreciate the opportunity to comment officially on
your findings and recommendations.

The report reaches the following major conclusions:
1) ORS' efforts to enforce compliance have been narrowly
focused on complaints, whereas an "adequate civil rights
enforcement program" should include as well the conduct of
selected reviews; 2) "Excessive" delays have occurred in ORS'
processing of civil rights cases for several reasons, including
small staff and inadequate internal controls; 3) Recipient
governments can circumvent the current nondiscrimination
provision by using displaced funds in programs where revenue
sharing restrictions do not apply; 4) Since the revenue
sharing nondiscrimination requirements are not coextensive
with all nondiscrimination requirements occurring in other
Federal programs, revenue sharing funds may support a
recipient government's activity(s) which is discriminatory
under, and funded by another Federal program(s).

The Office of Revenue Sharing agrees that enforcement
of the nondiscrimination requirements has been impaired
seriously by lack of staff. The compliance staffing levels
of ORS since Fiscal Year 1974 have been limited by specific
action of the United States Congress. ORS does agree that
staffing levels must be increased to achieve the objectives
of the nondiscrimination provision. A request for 14
additional Civil Rights professionals and 7 additional compliance
staff is now pending in the Appropriations Committees of both
Houses of Congress. The current authorized staffing level
is 14. Funds, however, have only recently become available
to permit hiring to fill present vacancies. Staffing during
the period under GAO study consisted of 2 to 5 Civil Rights
professionals.
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Tle GAO draft report does not cite the extensive staff
time in performing other duties such as briefing civil
rights organizations; development of widely distributed
publications on the civil rights requirements of the Act;
preparation for litigation in the many "test cases" brought
by National advocacy groups; negotiating state human rights
agreements; and preparation of information generated by
specific requests from Congressional sources. The Civil
Rights staff also conducts a continuous preventive compliance
program and promotion of citizen participation. This activity,
we believe, has contributed to the growth in the number of
complaints filed with the Office as well as contributing
to voluntary affirmative action by states and local governments.

ORS is aware of the value of statistical sampling and
other self-initiated compliance reviews. The Office of Revenue
Sharing already has matched minority employment data from the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission against 4,000 recipient
jurisdictions and has identified those to be most deserving
of field investigation when staff are available.

ORS agrees that internal control over the timeliness of
actions on cases has not been satisfactory in the past. Since
the period of time covered by the GAO draft report, however,
an internal directive to the staff mandated specific actions
that must be taken on cases during prescribed time limits.
In addition, a Compliance Control Project was completed, the
result of which is a computerized tracking system. This
system indicates where lapses in key actions are occurring,
the current status of each case and other administratively
important information. Managerial control of the compliance
program has been enhanced by these new procedures.

The Office of Revenue Sharing has very serious reser-
vations on the final two recommendations in the draft report:
that compliance jurisdiction be broadened to include all
recipients' funds, and that all types of Federally-precluded
discrimination be specifically incorporated into the non-
discrimination provision.

Broadening the revenue sharing compliance jurisdiction
to include all recipients' expenditures would not be
beneficial to the General Revenue Sharing Program's non-
discrimination efforts. Such an approach would place an
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enormous burden on Office of Revenue Sharing resources.
Generalized civil rights responsibilities have already
been placed elsewhere in the Federal Government. Further,
there is no evidence that accounting manipulations are
widely used to avoid the nondiscrimination requirements
of the Revenue Sharing Act.

The fungibility argument may be made with equal force
with respect to all Federal fiscal assistance programs to
State and local governments. The infusion of Federal funds
into State and local governments by way of categorical
grant-in-aid programs may serve to free local funds for
other purposes. Congress wisely chose to limit the appli-
cability of both Title VI and of Section 122 of the State
and Local Fiscal Assistance Act to the programs directly
receiving Federal funds. There are no compelling reasons
for distinguishing, for jurisdictional purposes, between
General Revenue Sharing and other Federal financial
assistance programs for State and local governments.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft
report. We will welcome any discussion with you or members
of your staff on the points raised herein.

Sincerely,

/- . /

-Janna D. Tully
Director
Office of Revenue Sharing

Mr. Victor L. Lowe, Director
General Government Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Tenure of office
From To

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY:

William E. Simon Apr. 1974 Present
George P. Shultz June 1972 Apr. 1974

John B. Connally Feb. 1971 June 1972

DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF REVENUE SHAR-
ING:
Jeanna D. Tully Mar. 1976 Present

John K. Parker (Acting) Aug. 1975 Mar. 1976

Graham W. Watt Feb. 1973 Aug. 1975
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